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b~!}l,9nent Org Scholarships A warded
Eight Kean College Students were awarded Student
Organization Scholarships by the Student Council at
their October 8 meeting. Also discussed was the
Withdrawal Policy with regard to a tentative propo~al of
9 weeks instead of the 12 weeks currently in effect.
The Scholarship Committee
incl uded Olga Judkas, Assistant
Secretary of Student Org., Joyce
Marinelli, Secretary, and Greg
Gomes, Assistant Treasurer. Each
application was numbered by
Judkas and the names were
covered by dark tape. Afterward
Marinelli and Gomes evaluated
them.
According to Marinelli ,
" When an application had listed
a particular funded group as being part of his requirements , we
went to the chairperson , Director, or President of that group

and asked him questions such as,
' how much time does this
position entail? ' and 'does it entail working outside school
hours?' " She added, " After we
received this information we
evaluated all the applications on
the basis of service to the campus
community, such as committee,
etc., and grade point average."
Marinelli commented, " All
the scholarship applicants were
good but these are ·the eight
which we felt were the best. "
The recipients are, Joseph A.
Savoly, Mark Ruggieri , Joanne P.

Donnenbe1~, Barbara Walcoff,
Kenny Redl,~r, Chris Cottle and
Chris Jarod a. Jane Dunn , the
student who best exemplified
Virginia Duer'<es' " attitude and
exuberance "
received the
Virginia · Duerkes
Memorial
Scholarship.
In other business, Buz Whelan ,
President of Student Org.
reported " The Student Committee met with the Academic
Standards Committee (ASC) to
study the recommended 9 week
Withdrawal Policy after the
midterm. " The Student Committee includes Whelan , and Al
Mollozzi, Vice President of
Student Org . The
ASC
recommendation is a 6 week
Withdrawal Policy which re-
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The Scholarship Committee was composed of Joyce Marinelli, Olga
Judkas and Greg Gomes.
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Students Teach Students
f"'undamentals In Lab
by Robert Kern
Students lacking in the fundamentals of grammar and composition may avail themselves of
the services offered by the
Engl is h Writing Lab.
The lab is restricted this
semester solely to incoming
freshman in English 1009 a
remedial non-credit composition course. A new facet
open to all students this semester

\
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by Robert Kern
Last Saturday, as the result of a story that had been run a few days earlier, by two outside newspapers,
the Squire First Aid Squad received their new insurance rider.
Ray Hintenach, Captain of the squad, and Steven Piccolo, Business Manager of Student Organization,
both credit newspaper coverage in the Star Ledger and the Daily Journal as a major factor in the solution.
The Hartford Insurance company discontinued coverage last September 18, when they would not give
what Student Org. termed "adequate coverage." The squad remained inactive until the story was run in
the two newspapers. As a result of those stories the St. Paul Company~ through Hess-Schuhmann Associates, Student Org.'s insurance agents, arranged to insure the squad. Piccolo stated that the coverage is
"better, more extensive" than the previous rider.

tape pre>Rram c:oncerned

with basic mechanics of
language from style • to
specialized writing such as
reports. Students may make an
appointment with the I nstructional Resource Center in J-230,
the second floor of Hutchinson
Hall.
Dr. Daniel O ' Day , Freshman
Composition Coordinator and
Acting Director of Developmental Programs within the college,
and Mr. Robert Cirasa, Director
of Writing Laboratory discussed
the future of the Developmental
Program.
"Our present concern is to
develop or to fi nd a testing
instrument that, in the view of
the various departments
concerned, accurately measures
a student's basic ski ll status. It is
our hope that such a n
instrument will help us to ac-

Mexia Appointed
Carter Co-coordinator
Jay Carroll, New Jersey college
coordinator for the Carter-Mondale campaign, announced the
appointment of John Mexia of
Kean College and Chris Li of
Rutgers as co-coordinators of
the statewide drive to capture
the student vote .
Ms. Li, a 20-year-old senior
political science major, works at
the Eagleton I nstitute's Center
for the American Woman and
Politics. A resident of New
Brunswick, she also worked in
the 1974 Congressional campaign of Fred Bohen.
Mexia became involved in the
Carter campaign in March when
Kean College staged a mock
Democratic
Convention .
" Before Carter was any kind of a
front runner, we got him
nominated and then elected in a
mock vote by the students,"
Mexia said. Mexia is a former

President of Kean's Political
Science Club.
" I was first attracted to Carter
because he impressed me with
his ability to garner minority
votes, especially considering the
fact he's from Georgia," Mexia
said. "If he could get so much .
done as governor of Georgia, I
knew he could certainly provide
good _leadership for the country."
Mexia, 24, is a senior political
science major and a resident of
Newark.
" Chris and John will bolster
the very important student effort
in the campaign," Carroll said.
" We feel that young people, particularly college students, are
crucial to Carter's prospects in
New Jersey, and we hope to
maintain as visible a Carter
presense as possible on the campuses."

President Gerald Ford was scheduled to appear yesterday at 4:30 in
Green Lane between the Campus and the Town and Campus Motor
Lodge. (As of this writing, he had not appeared yet, so we don't know
if he said anything, although he might have.)

commodate all students on every
level," said Dr. O ' Day .
The Lab is staffed by students,
who through criticism and
planned exercises, help other
students develop their skills.
Over 300 incoming Freshman are
served by this. Upperclassmen
who are weak in writing skills are
advised to investigate the tape
program in IRC. Students are advised that the Lab " will probably

.__..

next-semester.
Noting a " general decline in
SAT scores" in recent years
O 'Day termed the service as extremely important." Cirasa went
on to state that the program is
"essential to the future of the
college."

Hotline He/1,s
Parents
by Barbara R.
Schwartz

Parent Line, a federally
funded division of the
Kean College Communication· Help Center.
made its debut September
first.
One of thirteen experimental groups in the
nation , Parent Line deals
with the frustrated parents
of children and child abuse
and neglect. In the past.
the aim was to take the
child out of the harmful
environment.
Today,
however, the goa I is to
help both the children and
the parents.
" The concept," states Help
Center director Tom O ' Donnell,
" is for parents who are frustrated
with children to call up and take
it out on us. In this way, we hope
to alleviate abuse and neglect by
New Jersey."
Volunteers of this telephone
service were trained by the
Youth and Family Service of New
Jersey. They will also be working
indirectly with the Union County
Protective Service Project, a local
division of the New Jersey service.
"We are hoping the grant will
run until March 31st," said
O 'Don nell. "I'm confident it will
work because it's an answer to a
humanistic approach to the
problem of chi ld abuse. "
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Protest Results
In Nudism
(CPS)-What do you say to
nineteen naked women ?
Yale phys ical education d ire ctor Jon i Ba rnett w as faced w ith
t hat problem early in March
wher. part of t he Ya le women 's
rowing team stripped in her office to protest the lack of shower
facilities.
The nude crew members,
dressed for the occasion with
only the words "Tit le IX " painted
on their backs and chests in Yale-blue paint, stood at attention
while team captain Chris Ernst
read a prepared statement.
0

" These are the bodies Ya le is
exploiting," Ernst told Barnett,
" On a day like today the ice
freezes on the skin. Then we sit
for half an hour as the ice melts
and soaks through to meet the
sweat that is soaking us from the
inside."
The w omen 's crew has bee n
force d to use fo ur crowd ed
showers in a ren ted trailerfor the
pa st two years, accordin g to team
members: Barnett has ig nored all
requests for improved facilitie s,
they claim .
The crew doesn 't have high
hopes for the situation bein g
remedied either . Member Anne
Warner guessed that improvements would be made at about
the same time when " Peter Pan
comes back to life."

Gay Prof Comes Out 0.f His Closet
(CPS)-Homosexuals , like
other minorities, are shouting
louder than ever f.or their rights
as America n cit izens and as
human bei ngs.
But universities, the nation's
centers
of learning, are
sometimes very slow to learn.
Professors who dare to declare
that they are gay still run a
tremendous risk of being dismissed-that is, if they can
manage to find jobs to begir.i
with . Currently , there are several
suits being brought against
different universities by gay
academics who claim that they
were either dismissed or not
hired because of their private
sexual lives.
One such professor is Louie
Crew, an English professor at
Fort Hill State College in
Georgia. Crew, a non-tenured,
white
professor
at
a
predominantly black school,
lives with his black male lover:
" We are two non-se xist gay
gro oms," he says o f the rela t ionsh ip.
Crew is a candid , o utspoken
gay activi st who insists on living
his life his own wa y and is very
wi ll ing to ma ke h is views know n.
In addition t o man y other
publications, Crew has written
extensively about what it means
to be a gay academi c. For a
scholarly magazine for English
professors he co-edited a special
issue called " The Homosexual
Imagination ." He will soon
publish a book entitled The Gay

Posse Echoes Cries
(CPS)-lt ' s high
noon
sometime in the future . A
government official is dragged
through the streets and "hung by
the neck" at a crowded intersection. His body remains exposed
until sundown as an example to
others who might have a similar
hankering " to subvert the law. "
The Po_sse Comitatus says that
and the'y - aren ' t kidding . In
recent months the burgeoning
right wing vigilante group has assaulted an IRS inspector in Wisconsin for attempting to enforce
the tax laws and stopped a UFW
organizing party from entering a
California tomatoe field to chat
with workers. In· that incident, a
wayward shotgun blast nearly
winged a local police officer.
Similar incidents have been
reported in several other states.
The Posse, a militant, loosely

Academic, and a volume of
poems called Queer.
Perhaps if Crew had been less
open _a bout himself he wou ld
have go tten t hat posttion at
American
University
in
Washington,
D .C.
Crew's
nomination was overwhelmingly approved by two faculty
committees. But the dean who
did the hiring passed over him in
favor of someone who had
received no vote of confidence.
Members ' of the faculty committees told Crew that his homosexuality worked against him.
American University would not
comme nt on the issue. Crew has
complained to the Washington
Human
Rights Commission .
Washington is one of the few
places which has a law
specifically
prohibiting
discri mination based on sexual
preference.
What prompts a successful,
well- pu blished-but
not
tenu red-professor to come out
as gay and possib ly jeo pa rd ize
his career? For Crew, 39, it was a
lon g and pain f ul route to the
poin t wh en, two years ago , he
o penly declared that he was gay.
First, there wa s the problem o f
recogniz ing and coming to te rms
w ith his own homosexuality. " I
did not come out until I was 28. I
was celibate until then . That was
the only way I could handle my
attractions. And that's a terrible
'penalty to pay." He went to
teach in England , where he was
told the attitude towards gays

was not as hostile as in America .
" I was accepting, but I wasn 't
liking. It is very hard to find
where t he well-adj usted gays
are. Psychologists ma ke money
out of the gay community. There
are 20 million Americans thinking themselves sick. That's a big
clientele. And the psychologists
convince many of us. It's a selffulfilling prophecy. There a re a
great number of gay neurotics. "
Coming out was for Crew, as
for any gay professor-especially an untenured one-a very big
decision . "There is tremendous
pressure for a gay academic to
pass as straight. The rewards are
great. But the price can be
awfully big for coming out. I
used to say that gay professors
had a moral responsibility to
come out. But I've tempered
that. It's ridiculous just to martyr
yourself. "
"Gays themselves," he added,
"a re so vulnerable. Straights are
needed to help. Not only
straights, but peo ple who are
confide nt o f t hei r ow n sexual ity."
Crew himse lf cam e out for
several rea so ns. He had foun d a
ser iou s homosexua l re latio nsh ip " that I'm very happy about
and want to share. I'm not
ashamed . An yway, how the hell
could you hide a relationship
between a black man and a white
man? "
Also, Crew was co-editing an
issue of a scholarly magazine on
gays in literature and " wanted to

O.f Vigilantism In U.S.

knit organization cast in the
same mold as the better known
Minuteman group, has hooked
into the growing frustration and
alienation of working class
Americans . It is growing and it
scares law enforcement officia Is.
Pacific News Service reports
that Posse chapters are springing
up everywhere from rural Iowa
to Los Angeles. Their message is
that the Constitution is being
subverted by communist-inspired government officials and
that it's up to the common
people to grab it back. Their
rhetoric is violent.
" There is no greater law firm
than Smith and Wesson ,
especially if it is backed up by a
12 gauge injunction ," says
Frances Gillings, a California
Posse member recently indicted
on tax evasion charges who was

Whole Theatre Co. To
Organize Fall Parties
Montclair, N .J... The Whole
Theatre Company, New Jersey's
resident professional - theatre,
has appointed Linda Hubard of
Montclair as its 1976 fall subscription chairman . Mrs. Hubard has
worked in two previous Whole
Theatre Company subscription
campaigns, helping to organize
the 1975 subscription parties and
the 1976 spring telephone campaign.
A major focus of this autumn's
Whole Theatre Company campaign is personal contact
between the acting company
and the community . Mrs.
Hu bard is organizing parties and
lectures in private homes and
organizations throughout Northern New Jersey, so that potential subscribers can hear about
the cultural , educational and
social service activities of WTC.
The
1976-77 performance
schedule includes The Rose Tattoo by Tennessee Williams,
Three Men On a Horse by John
Cecil Holm and George Abbott,
a double bill of Jean Genet's The
Maids and Harold Pinter's The
Lover, Joe Orton's.i. What the
Butler Saw and An Evening of

October 14, 1976

Kurt Weill's Theatre Songs . Funding for Whole Theatre Company programs has been made
available by the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts in association with the National Endowment for the Arts.
Anyone interested in hosting a
Whole
Theatre
Company
subscription party or in subscribing should contact the Company
business office, Church & Trinity
Sts., Montclair, N .J. (201) 7442989.

quoted in The Nation magazine.
Observers see the Posse as
representing the deep anger felt
by many peopie these days who
are fed up with rising taxes , inflation, crime, leftist agitators
and all the other ills that come
under the heading " big
government. "
Besides attacking anonymous
" government
officials,"
the
Posse also searches for local
scapegoats who often turn out to
be the disadvantaged people not
unlike themselves. " Mexicans "
and " Coloreds" top their list.
" Most of the good ones are
ashamed of their race," is a ~ommon generalization often heard
at Posse gatherings.
Posse members and their
sympathizers feel government
regulations such as licences, taxes and permits are unconstitutional and an infringement on their liberty. They
feel county sheriffs are the only
legitimate
law enforcement
agencies and that it is their duty
to dispose of corrupt
government officials.
Says Posse leader Howard
Sampson , a California paving
contractor who refuses to buy
required licenses in his work :
" Our powers come from above,
just as the writers of the
Constitution were men inspired
by God." Terrance Oaks, a Burbank man once convicted of
failure to file an income tax
return , thinks all US laws are unconstitutional because Congress

is ignoring the Constitution.
" So we form a Posse
Comitatus, " he told The Nation.
"If they do anything about it,
they're interfering with common
law, and who knows , somebody
might shoot them ."
The Posse, whose full name is
the National Christian Posse Association , was formed in 1968 by
an Oregon laundry salesman
named Mike Beach . He sells
local charters for $21 .each and
individual Posse badges for
$6.50. Beach , who advocates
public hangings for wayward ,
bureaucrats, claims the Posse has
500,000 members in 49 states. The
FBI , however, puts the group 's
number at 10,000 . Most of the
membership is white , working
class and often overlaps with the
membership of such groups as
the Ku Klux Klan and the
National States Rights Party.
Although many Posse. members
support the politics of George
Wallace , there is talk of the Posse
involving itself in local and
national political contests.
So far, there has been none of
the real violence Posse members
are so quick to mouth. But law
enforcement officials feel that as
long as members take to packing
pistols and patrolling areas in
radio-equipped autos, the
potential is there. " They don 't
have IQ requirements ; they
don 't test for mental stability, "
says a California police officer.
" They are armed and they are
pissed. " And he adds: " That
makes them dangerous. "

Course Designed To Stud_v Chickens
(CPS)-Concerned with the
superficiality and fragmentation
of the usual liberal arts course, a
pair of Czlifornia professors have
designed a course that will study
a subject as a " totality in nature ."
The subject? A chicken? A
chicken .
The pair, Page Smith , a historian , and Charl~s Daniel , a
biologist, both from the University of California at Santa Cruz,
simply feltthat schools should be
doing better when it comes to
the standard liberal arts course.

"Most liberal arts courses today give students a look at only
one part of a larger discipline,
and usually consider a subje,ct
only from the viewpoint of that
discipline," they said.
" Some educators feel that this
approach provides students with
only a smattering of knowledge
about many subjects but no
thorough knowledge of only
one of them."
So Smfth
and
Daniel
developed their own course. But
why a chicken? Because, it turns

out, Santa Cruz is the center of
California chicken-raising country . For ten weeks students
studied about chickens from the
viewpoints of history, science ,
economics, anthropology and
inter-chicken relationships .
Everyone involved admits
nothing new was learned, but
Daniel feels the purpose was
achieved. That purpose, he says,
was to demonstrate that to study
almost any subject fully is to
study mankind in a constructive

way.

assert my gayness as a basis of
authority. It made for more
authentic scholarsh ip."
W hen Crew came out , t he discrimination followed cl o sely. He
suddenly had trouble ordering
books. He and his lover received
(and still receive) obscene phone
calls and threats. Crew was
· prevented from speaking to
graduate
students
studying
counseling.
His
neighbors'
children spat on him when he
went jogging. He has been
harassed by the police. A bishop
in the Episcopalian Church , to
which Crew belongs , went so far
as to blame the gay couple , in a
newspaper story, for a tornado
which devastated the area.
" What a marvelous set of
credentials for gay power ,"
laughed Crew .
But Crew also emphasized, as
do other gay professors in similar
positions, that he also receives
tremendous support. Friends in
local government, both black
and w h ite, have gotte n t he
po lice off t he co uple 's back . The
chairperson of h is de part men t
" knows I d o my work and leaves
me alone. "
Crew has estimate d, ba sed on
a survey he conducted , that 21
per cen t o f the professors chairin g the na t ion 's college English
departments are gay or bisexual :
" But I try to pla y that f igure
down . If my lover and I were the
only ones , it wouldn 't matter. It's
still important to fight the same
problem. Until tenured professors start coming out , it will
become increasingly dangerous
for gay academics."
Crew routinely puts aside
some time each week to write
letters concerning ga y problems.
He recently wrote a letter to the
pr,e sident of the University of
Delaware , who had chosen not
to rehire an outspoken gay
professor . Crew pointed out
strongly that there are " no
genital restrictions on the right
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness."
He lives his life the way he
wants , openly and without
shame, but it is not always easy.
" I have desensitized myself to
the violence. But it 's wrong that I
shou Id have to de sensitize
m ys elf. If the world 's not sa fe for
me-and I' m non-violent and
non-proselytizing-It 's not safe
for other people who ma y have
other
reason s for
being
different. "
Statisti cs estimate that
anywhere from 10 to 25 per cent
of the nation 's college professors
are gay. Then there are the grad
students and undergrads , all
competing for jobs in an incredibly tight market, against
people who are not burdened
with society 's ugliest stigma . It is
not real encouraging.
" People are forced to go
through hell ," said Louie Crew.
" Don't come out unless you 're
awfully strong . Don't let anyone
tell you how strong you are . But
coming out was not the end for
me. It was the beginning. If there
is any pain involved , it's a birth
pain. "
United Hospitals of Newark and
V DSO are co-sponsoring a
treatment program for st>xual
problems and referral services for
VD .
The facility. located at l lnited
Hospitals in
Newark. was
developed and is coordinated by
('art Shackman, MSW. Ml'A and
offers confidential help for V L> with
lists of clinics and physicians
available for testing and treatment.
The clinic is modeled after the
Masters and Johson design and
serves all sexual problems including
Impotence. l'remature Ejaculation.
and Frigidity.
Specialists in each area are
available. When necessary referrals
are made. For further information,
please contact INFO at 4114-1031.
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Gov't Crackdo~n On ,
Porn O graph y .Conti nu es

~

by Steye Lemken
obscure conspiracy laws passed
(CPS)-fTitz the Cat and last
during the 1960's.
·
Tango In Parle banned in a
Bruce Kramer, a Memphis trial
Pennsylvania
community
lawyer and president of the city's
college. Harry Reems and Al
American Civil Liberties Union
Goldstein facing fines and jail affliate, summed up the imsentences. Similar cases are
plications of the Reems' case:
emerging, and many are asking
" The most dangerous element ..
whether obscenity suppression
.is the way conspiracy laws are
will be the harbinger of future
being used to harass and even jail
restrictions.
people whom the government
Since the 1973 redefinition of could not get otherwise."
obscenity laws by the Supreme
Kramer claims " if the higher
Court, prosecuting lawyers are
courts allow Larry Parrish (Memhaving a field day in bringing sophis prosecuting attorney) to
called degraders of these laws to
continue what he's doing, a lot
justice. Many civil libertarians
more than obsi;enity will be supfeel that these transgressions will
pressed. "
give the government further
Claiming that this sort of
cause to expand power over the
government action will kill " incitizens' daily life .
novative expression," Kramer
Students ,
feeling
adsaid " some people may not think
ministrative
restraints,
fear
that so-called obscenity is indecisions made on how they
novative expression, but supspend their money will expand
pression is contagious. "
to other student activities in the
Courtwatchers feel that the
future . The following are some
prospects for acquital of the two
examples of these trends:
are gloomy because of the
• A dean of students at a Supreme Court redefinitions of
college in Pennsylvania has
obscenity. A 1973 ruling now
banned two X-rated films from
puts the burden of proof on the
showing . The two, one an
defense and the definition of
animated cartoon and the other . obscenity in the hands of local
starring Marlon Brando, were
juries.
,
not considered by the dean as
Controversy has brewed for
part of the
institution ' s years over the interpretation of
educational
function ,
even
the nation's obscenity laws. The
though the students requested
final resolution is not likely to
the films in a carefully conducted
satisfy any of the parties instudent poll. Students at the volved. Does the government
college are outraged, and have have the right t-o dictate what its
started legal action to reverse the citizens may or may not see or
ruling.
read. Do college administrators
• Harry Reems, who earned
have the right to ban films or isonly $100 for one day's work in sues deemed 'unfavorable.'
the making of Deep Throat, now
These are the questions being
faces a prison sentence of five raised by people across the
years and a $10,000 fine. A U.S. country.
attorney in Memphis, Tennessee
has been waging a one-man
crusade against pornagraphic
film makers and actors and
already has ten convictions
under his belt. Reems will appear
in Memphis to again face
charges for his part in The Devil
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Feminist Business Branching Out
by Helaine Lasky
In the beginning_there were
men's banks. Men's banks begat
a measured amout of sex discrimination when it came to
women doing business there. •
Sex discrimination begatthe First
Women's Bank in New York , and
the Colorado Feminist Federal
Credit Union (CFFCU) in
Denver.
Feminist businesses are a
recent development. The First
Women 's _
Bank opened in Oc-

Breast Exam
Program Slated
There will be a free breast self-examination program at Kean
College of New Jersey in Union
on Thursday evening, October
14, 1976 from 7:00-9:00 p.m. in
Room J-100 Hutchinson Hall.
This program is being cosponsored by the American
Cancer Society along with the
Offices of Community Services,
Health Services, the Adult
Education Resource Center and
EVE - Women's Center, all of
Kean College of New Jersey.
Since most breast lumps are
discovered
by
women
themselves, th·e primary objective of this program is to teach
women how to examine their
own breasts.
The program is open to the
general public and will feature a
talk by a physician on the latest
advances in early detection and
treatment of breast cancer.
Mail or telephone pre-registration is required. Please call the
EVE office at (201) 527-2210 or
write to EVE Office, Kean
College of N~w Jersey, Union,
New Jersey 07083.

tober 1975. There are 23 women
are the tools most women need
and four men working at the
to improve their financial lots in
bank and the board of directors
life, the CFFCU handles more car
boasts an all female cast.
_ and education loans than any
A spokeswoman at the bank
other kind.
reported that many of First
There are few basic
Women's depositors have exdifferences between " esperienced
discrimination at
tab Ii sh men t "
banking
other banking institutions. In
institutions and the feminist efone case, a couple was involved
fort.
Importantly,
however,
in a divorce action and held
many " establishment" banks
separate accounts at different
rapid repayment of loans by
banks. The husband 's lawyer was
charging a minimal penalty fee.
able to obtain information about
Both the First Women 's Bank and
his w ife 's account when in fact,
the CFFCU do not penalize for
that information should have
early repayment .
be~n ~on~id~ntial, she said .
The CFFCU is further designed
S1 _
m1lar incidents le~ t_o thee~to avoid discrimination in accepta~lishn:ient of a feminist cFrFedU1t
ting members. To belong to the
union in De~ver. The C C
-union, a man or a woman must
began . w_o rking for federal
belong to an associated group
authorization ~ore th~n a year
such
as the
Na t ional
ago, and received their federal
.
•
f
Women
O
charter in May. The credit union
rganization
or
finally opened its doors August 5.
(NOW).
" I think women across the
The CFFCU is limited to lencountry are realizing that bucks
ding $1600 on a secured loan,
in the hand are better than bras
one in which there is collateral,
burned " said Jackie St. Joan,
and $400 on an unsecured
president of the credit union
signature loan madesoleyonthe
earlier this year. The credit union
basis of character. Loans are
is one of 13 which have been esdecided upon within a week.
tablished across the country
The administration of the
since the founding of the Detroit
CFFCU is organized into three
Feminist Federal Credit Union
.committees. The board of direc(DFFCU) in 1973. The DFFCU is
tors sets policy. The credit comserving as a model for the credit
mittee carries out policy and the
union in Denver.
supervisory committee acts as a
Donna Good, a memberofthe
watchdog to guarantee that the
credit union, sees it as a place of
credit union functions properly.
last resort. "Women don't come
The CFFCU is tagged "The
to us after bad deals, they come
Common Woman's Alternative"
to us after no deals at all," said
and its name derives from a
Good. A woman who is 35 and
feminist poem by Judy Grahn: "I
unmarried stands a poor chance
swear it to you/I swear it on my
of obtaining credit, and as a
common woman's head/The
result, the credit union is seen as
Common woman is as common
a way out for such women who
as a loaf of bread/and will
apply for loans.
rise/and will become strong - I
Since mibility and education
swear it to you."

r

in Miss Jones.
• Al Goldstein, the New York
porn king, was hauled to a court
in Kansas to stand trial for mailing 'obscene material' to another
state. The catch is that the mailing was a Federal government
set-up, who paid a few individuals to subscribe to
Goldsteins' publications so that
the government could nail him.
Federal prosecutors felt that they
stood a better chance of getting a
conviction in Kansas than in New
York . Goldstein is convinced that
he was signaled out by the
government because of his antiNixon and anti-Chief Justice
Burger stances back in 1973 ..
Ali involved feel , beyond
immediate consequences, that
the rulings on their cases infringe
upon their First Amendment
rights. Further, media people in
general feel that the Reems and
Goldstein cases read like
obituaries for the First
Amendment.
Observers note that in order to
clamp down on the pair, the
prosecutors were forced to use

.

Free Universities Have Classes Beyond The Traditional
by Jeff Sorensen
(CPS)-With courses like "Raising Catfish in a Barrel" and "Be
Good to Your Back," the nation's
200 free universities provide
classes that most colleges
wouldn 't dream of offering.
Every year hundreds of
thousands of people enroll at
free universities, which offer
classes without the burden of
grades or credit. These alternative schools specialize in unorthodox subjects that traditional
universities ignore.
What we're doing is getting
back to the oldest, most basic

type of education, where
instructors are people who want
to teach and students are people
who want to learn," explained a
spokeswoman for the Experimental College in Seattle,
Washington. " We're trying to
get away from the preoccupation with teaching certificates and degrees and move
towards learning for enjoyment."
Free university courses are
usually taught in the homes of
teachers, who are paid little or
nothing for their work. The
instructors generally aren't re-

quired to have a teaching certificate or even a college degree.
Students are attracted by "the
informality, the shortness of the
classes and because the price is
right," said Sandy Bremer of the
Open University in Washington,

D.C.
Staff workers at free universities report that the classes
usually cost between $5 and $15,
although some are priced at $100
and a few cost nothing.
Most free university students
are y<;>ung (between 25 and 40),
single, professional people with
college degrees, according to

Bremer. The majority have some
background in academic classes
so they come to a free university
looking for something different.
Seminars on yoga and sexuality
are particularly popular with this
group, she noted .
Other free university staffers
report that classes on astrology,
meditation, personal problems,
women ~s studies, health and arts
and crafts are well attended.
Instructors are generally free to
select any subject for classes from traditional literature to witchcraft, flute ma.king or
gardening.

"Free universities have moved
from a campus phenomenon to a
community-oriented
adult
education program," explained
Bill Draves, coordinator of the
Free University Network. He
added that although free universities are commonly considered
as dying remnants of the '60s, the
free university movement is actually much stronger now than
ever.
" There may have been 300 free
universities about five years ago,
but many of those were sporadic
efforts," Draves said . "Today's
(Continued on page 13)
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OK we're ready, send In the damn clowns
'

Our time is almost up. We shall soon be faced with our
quadrennial heart-rending decision, the choosing of a new
president. Sadly, there is a phrase which seems to come to mind
more often in recent years in connection with the presidential
election: "the lesser of two evils." Ah, but this year, the two are
not easily labeled as evil, although the situation yet remains.
Perhaps we should think of the greater of two lessers.
Look at the array of clowns we are presented with. How, in the
name of democracy, are we supposed to choose a leader from
the multitude of motley? Surely this is a joke, an object lesson to
teach us to question our choices, and the real candidates are
waiting somewhere backstage. But, no, the wings are empty and
the curtains are drawing to a close. We must choose, but how?
How can we endorse a man who is so caught up in charisma
that he'll consent to an interview in Playboy, whose "slips of the
tongue" on such forbidden subjects as "lust" and "ethnic
purity" come off, in retrospect, as carefully planned? Are we so
willing to be so easily manipulated?
On the other hand, how can we endorse a man who unjustifiably pardoned the president whose mis use of power shamed
the entire nation, who refuses to acknowledge the width and
breadth of _S oviet influence? Can we -really trust a man who is so
out of touch with reality to be responsible for our national and
internati6nal affairs?
Then there are the minor parties, the splinter factions who
have little other hope in this election than to pull enough votes
away from the two majors to put their names in the public eye
for some undertermined future use. A vote for one of them
would be simply a matter of personal conscience.
And yet this year's election is a matter of conscience. It solves
nothing to stand aside and say " I'm not voting out 9f protest."
That l'ine is not so easily swallowed these days, and merely
reveals the speaker's inability to make a choice. Besides, if the
self-styled "thinking people" withhold their votes "out of
protest," who is left to vote? The non-thinkers, the blind
followers, the sheep of the nation, that's who. They were given
their way in 1972. Can we really trust others to make our
decisions for us?
A choice must be made, and it does eventually come down to
one of two people. Do we want a man with a character that
grates or a man with no character at all? The Independent, on
the basis of past performance, promised programs, and general
conduct during the campaign, therefore suggests the support of
Jimmy Carter, who has been painfully honest, in the hope that
he can't be as bland as Ford. At least, we cry, give the new guy a
chance.
We know. This is not a particularly discerning endorsement
of a candidate, and we're just as unhappy about the situation as
you are.
Anyway, it is only a suggestion. You can still go out and vote
for Howard the Duck.

Correctional Connection
Editor,
I am presently serving time at the Attica Correctional facility in the
State of New York . I am seeking to get together with anyone who
wishes to maintain a correspondence relationship with me. If anyone
is interested in writing to me please write to the name and address
you will find at the close of this letter and for those that do write
please sign your full name and address at the close of your letter.
Thank you very much for taking your valuable time to read my letter.
Sincerely
Billy E. William Kirschuer
Box 149 74-C-149 C-29-26
Attica, New York 14011

C.C. Believer
Dear Editor,
Having worked for two years with Paul Curtis, I feel qualified to
refute the article appearing in the September 16, issue of the
INDEPENDENT, concerning the resignation of the College Center
Board chairman. I worked as chairman of the Craft Store, which is a
committee under the jurisdiction of the College Center Board.
There are many areas of the letter that can be refuted and if the
paper allowed more space I could elaborate on these . However, I will
speak on behalf of the Craft Store and our relationship with CCB, in
particular Paul Curtis.
If anyone was a member of the college community before the fall
of 1975, they will remember that the Craft Store was located in an
ideal position in the front of the student center. Over the summer of
1975, Student Organization and the Kean Administration decided
that another lounge was needed, and to make room for such, the
craft store and the gallery were taken away. I first became aware of
this situation upon returning in September. Through the
" generosity" of Student Org. and the Administration , we were given
a closet to renovate . It was a difficult assignment but with the support
and cooperation from Paul Curtis, we were able to create a new store .
I was always confident when working with him as Chairman of the
College Center Board .
Sincerely,
Jean M . Lawler
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~icky, Picky·~ Picky
Dear Editor and All Students:
This letter is NOT a joke, and its contents should be taken seriously
by all.
I have some questions that many people in the student body want
answered.
First of all, I think it is totally inexcuseable to pay one dollar for the
75-76 yearbook. When purchasing it, I was informed by the yearbook staff that an expected budget cut necessitated this action.
However, the $35 "activity fee " is supposed to cover the costs of making yearbooks. If our money is so scarce, why did the school use surplus activity monies to destroy Sloane Lounge at great cost without
the students' consent? God knows what all this extra money that the
school gets from this year's ye~rbook is going to do to "help" us this
wmm~
_
The second complaint is that a picture·ot freshman girl was put on
the cover of the seniors' yearbook. Being pretty, popular, and/or on
the yearbook staff does not make it right to be on the graduate's yearbook .
The third co·m plaint concerns the use of out-dated pictures in the
yearbook. For example, the Hotline staff picture was taken and used
for the '75 yearbook, but it also appears in the '76 yearbook. Pictures
were taken for the '76 yearbook; in fact, a special photo session was
called because almost 50% of the members had either resigned or
· graduated, and many more had joined in their senior year to work .
These members were given no credit for all their time and effort.
I would appreciate some reasonably intelligent answers (for a
change) to the complaints in this letter, and I hope some improvements will be made in all the yearbooks to come.
Thank you for letting me air my views.
David Eric Shur

a

Thanx fo,-the bail out
Thanks to all the people who felt enough for another human being,
especially in the position I was in, who worked and pulled for me. I
would especially like to thank Hank Colby ofTown and Campus who
helped a college student in a bad situation.
Richard Odiase

' You Might Be Able to Fight City Hall
fhough few students know it, there is a political party that favors the
legalization of marijuana. In fact, . this particular party favors the
legalization of all victemless crimes - such as pornography, prostitution,
gambling, and homosexual acts. The party is the Libertarian party, and
their motto is "Legalize Freedom."
This November the Libertarians are running as candidate for President
Roger Mac Bride. He is a 46 year old Princeton graduate who studied law at
Harvard Law School specializing in comparative con.stitution~I law and
banking law. He has written three books, operates a farm in Vermont, and
is producer of the television show "Little House on the Prairie." Of
victemless crimes Mac Bride has said "If there is no victim, there can be no
crime. How we conduct ourselves is a moral .question that must be
answered by our own conscience. The police should forget about trying to
prevent consenting adults from engaging in sex or gambling and start
concentrating on real crimes like rape, robbery and murder."
The Libertarian party believes as did Henry David Thoreau, "That
government is best which governs least. " It is neither left wing nor right
wing - it's basic political premise is this: that each individual has the absolute right to exercise sole dominion over his or her own life, liberty and
property so long as he or she also respects the right of all others to live their lives by the same principle. This is the same principle that the American
Revolution was fought for - that the sole purpose of government is to
protect an individual from those who would initiate force against them.
Unfortunately, in many instances today it is the government which,
protected by it's own bureaucracy, who is the abuser of rndividual rights.
Americans are forced to pay over 40% of their earnings in the form of taxes
- income taxes, gift taxes, sales taxes, excise taxes, capita/ gains taxes,
property taxes, and so on. Libertarians believe that all persons are entitled
to the fruits of their labors, and their party platform recognizes the right of
individuals to challenge t~e payment of taxes on mora\, \ega\,

Due to the tremendous proliferation of cost centers and
funding sources, it has become. increasingly difficult for the
Purchasing Department. to determine which areas of the
college are to be charged for certain expenditures. Consequently, we will no longer be able to accept any Requests for
Purchase unless they have the correct account number (object
number i.e. 210,240740 etc.) and cost center number listed in
the proper places. All incomplete Requests will be returned to
their originators. Should you not know what your cost center
number is or if you are having difficulty in classifying any expenditure as to account number, please do not hesitate to call
!extension 2140 for assistance.

constitutional grounds. It calls for the repeal of the Selective Service Act
and calls for amnesty for draft evaders. The party recognizes the need to
maintain a sufficient military force to defend the United States from
aggression, but opposes all government intervention and interference in
the political affairs of other countries. The Libertarian party platform also
opposes the use of government surveilence on individuals and states that
the compilation of data on an individual should only be done with the individual's consent.
The rallying cry of Libertarianism is "Leave us alone!" Mac Bride reflects
the sentiment of many people when he says "There exists in this nation today a deep-seated sense of apprehension about the future and a growing
distrust of our society's institutions particularly government. In my view
this attitude is fully justified." A lot of young people today like to think of
themselves as a·n ti-political because politics is justtoo corrupt to deal with.
The defeatist attitude of "You can't fight City Hall" seems to apply ere. The
, Libertarian Party seeks to remind us we are City Hall.
Linda Anne Beisser

George Benson

·FREE

Tickets On Sale
In CCB Office

$3.00

10/22/76

All Night Film Festival
November 19
1.
2.
3.
4.

Phantom of the Paradise
Death Race Zooo
Whiffs
Smile
5. Killer Elite ·
6. Pink Flaming.os
7. Cartoons
Starts: 7 :30 P.M. Frid.ay Night

Ends: 6:00 A.M.
Admission $1.00

or

LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Pradicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICE& COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Kean College of New J--,
PROBLEMS?
Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic violationsContracts
Criminal

Consumer
Government Benefits
Insurance
Employment
"You Name It"·
Call a.GOO for lntonnallon

·t.
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by Buz Whelan
We're going to bring you Part
IV of our five part series of interviews with presidential candidates. As our regular reader
wi.11 remember, we had already
brought you Carter's clarity,
Ford 's grace, and Maddox's·
brotherhood, before we were
interrupted by the interview
with the Secretary of Offensive
Notions.
Before we begin today's interview, we thought we'd recap
some 0f the highlights of the
campaign thus far.
There was John Connally's incred i b I e speech at the
Republican Convention. " For
forty of the last forty-four years
the Democrat Party has controlled the Congress," intoned
Connally, each time following
the statement with another example of the intolerable state of
American society. For example,
"For forty of the last forty-four
years the Democrat Party has
controlled the Congress and we
have the highest rate of inflation
in our history" or some such
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thing. The astonishing thing
about this speech is that for forty
of the last forty-four years Mr.
Connally has been a member of
the "Democrat Party," as he puts
it. By the way, Connally's
preference for the noun form
(Democrat) instead of the adjectival prompted Russell Baker to
comment that perhaps we
should all take the lead of
Republican Connally in speaking
the England language.
The most splendid tempest-ina-teapot of the decade is Jimmy
Carter's admission to Playboy
that he fantasizes. Zounds! How
startling. What further shock was
in store for us? Would Ford now
admit to Reader's Digest that he
defecates? The righteous Sen.
Dole strove mightily to put us all
on our guard against such assaults on our morality. Or
something. Anyway, pretty soon
everybody realized it was pretty
silly.
Everybody but Sen. Dole.
A few weeks later Earl Butz
opens his mouth and messes all
(Continued o n page 7)

by Robert Kern
Over the past few issues I have
been suggesting places to go for
liquid libation and what to have
while you' re there. However, we
must now look at the bleak side
of the coin: how to know when
you're too drunk and what to do
about the morning after that
night before.
One major test I give myself to
see if I have imbided all too
much is the reciting _o f a tongue
twister. The usuals are prosaic
and a bit dull so I have search far
and wide, and have discovered
one which, while difficult
enough, is also pleasing to others
and will astound them with your
powers of elocution. Attend: A
tooter who tooted the flute tried
to tutor two tooters to toot. Said
the two to the tutor, " Is it harder
to toot or to tutor tw·o tooters to
toot? "
Note the repitition of sounds
which makes learning easy but
can make confusion apparent.
Other clever ways to know
when you are drunk:
• When you start using your
beer glass as an ashtray and don't
notice.
• When you go to brush
something off your shoulder and
it turns out to be the floor.
• When the bartender offers
one for the road and you go out
and pour it in the street.
• When you get up to fight
after a heated political argument
with a coat rack .
Any or all of these signs indicate a definite excess of drink.
When noticed stop drinking for
several seconds and recite the
above rhyme. If it comes out
perfect, you are not drunk; if
slurred, you are. If you cannot
tell, you have replaced all the
blood in your system with 90proof good stuff. Call a doctor
and have him help you finish the
bottle so you won 't drink too
much more.
Suppose you find yourself
drunk? (Take heart in the fact

Women on campus may want
dinates the women 's programs
to add these events to their
which are co-sponsored by the
calendars :
" Y" and the Jewish Vocational
• The publishers of New DirecService of Metropolitan New
tions for Women are sponsoring
Jersey.
an all-day conference " How to
• Macmillan has just published
Market Your Executive Talents
" The Economics of Being a
and Your Writings in Books, Woman , or, What Your Mother
Newspapers and Magazines" on
Never Told You ," by Dee Dee
Saturday, October 23 at Douglass
Ahern and Betsy Bliss. The book
College, New Brunswick (regisserves as a guide for women
tration at 9 A.M.). The
seeking economic competence
conference offers an array of
and provides tools and techniworkshops and presenters to
ques for women to do better
interest any woman who would
financial planning and achieve
seek advice in pursuit of career
their economic goals.
opportunities as writer, or
• The N. Y. Times reports that a
publicist. The conference is coformer president of NBC News
sponsored by the Rutgers School
by Rev. Norman 0 . Mattson
has accused the League of
of Human Communication , and
Even though we profess a
Women
Voters
of
betraying
the
Rutgers Women's Center. The
separation
of church and state ir
purposes of television jourfee is $5.00 for students ($10.00
our nation, once again we see
nalism
because
members
of
LWV
for others) and further inreligion
entering into a
formation is available at Kean 's are so " overcome with national
presidential campaign. This time
attention"
focused
on
them
as
a
Campus Center for Women O[
it focuses upon Jimmy Carter.
result of the Presidential
any of the co-sponsoring agenGovernor Carter is not the first
debates.
Reuven
Frank's
main
cies.
Baptist to run for president, but
complaint seems to be the
• Gail Ann Bruen, co-owner of
possibly the first in some time
manner
in
which
the
newsmen
Chatham Township's Joie de
who has more than a nodding acwho question the candidates
Vivre (A woman's Place) resquaintance with his religious
were
selected.
Frank
taurant, offers discussion group
beliefs. We Americans like our
characterized the League as
leadership and dessert on Monchief executives to be religious,
" pussycats-an organization that
day nights beginning October18
but not too much so, at least in as
politicians have always confrom 8 until 10 P.M .: "What To
far
as it might influence the
sidered to be only a nuisance! " .
Do With The Rest of My Life?"
presidential mind . A deeply
TACKY,
TACKY,
Mr.
Frank.
Discussion
encourages
parreligious leader makes us nerticipants to focus on " you and
• Yes, readers, there is a Men 's
vous and the reason is not hard
your strengths," and offers an
Center-the Men's Awareness
to discover. Religion in America
alternative to many women conNetwork of Summit. The · Camtends to divide not unite us as a
fused by the fragmentation , fruspus Center for Women will be
people.
tration and often, isolation of
interested in any observations or
Every time religion has
their own lives. Each session is
reports that visitors to the men 's
become a campaign topic it has
$4.00, patrons are welcome on a
groups would contribute. The
been a negative factor. Going
drop-in basis.
interested
" man-in-your-life "
back as far as the Blaine cam• Dr. Bonnie Kind of KCNJ's
may contact Ron Cox, evenings,
paign and its " rum, Romanism,
Psychology
Department
inat 273-5072 for more inand rebellion''. label that one of
formed us of the intere~ting
formation .
his supporters tagged on the
programs for women offered by
the YM-YWCA of Metropolitan
Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE!
New Jersey in South Orange. I section of The Independent:
Guidance personnel are I Item or event
I
available weekly to counsel I Place, date and time _ _ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
women who want to explore I S o u r c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
their personal assets and skills as I Your name
I
they seek to re-enter education I Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rm
1
cycles or the employment ~A 112, Boo~tore Buildi
J
markets. Ms. Edith Elsen, coor-

r-------------------------------,I
------ ---------------=~.
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that finding yourself while drunk
is no mean feat and should be
admired) What do you now do?
whenever I intend on becoming
inebriated I carry a self-add .r essed stamped manila
envelope and drop my keys into
it asking the bartender to mail it
for me, for by the time they arrive at my house I am not only
sober but can even remember
where I left the car. I call a cab
and have myself deposited
before my humble abode .
Once inside, the experts
recommend drinking a great
deal of water and swallowing
some sugar as a preventive of
hangover. Arising the next morning, drink the water that you
were supposed to drink then ight
before but were too blitzed to
remember. Since the major dis-

by Frank Bolger
... uh, I'm sorry, I had to make
a piddle . Now, where was I? Oh,
yes. What is it like on the dark
continent of Africa? Let your
fingers do the walking, 10:30
Channel Nine, Journey To
Adventure - Sir Michael Travesty
takes you on an exciting excursion to visit the exotic FishPeople of Ghana. Is there an
afterlife? Dredge out the old T. V.
Times, spin that . dial, 7:00
Channel Two, Happy Days Potsy swallows a bottle of ammonia. At his funeral , he keeps
interrupting the minister to
claim that he 's alive . Fonzie goes
" Aaaaayl " A frightened Potsy is
lowered into the ground and hijinks ensue. But, enuff is enough.
You get th_e picture?

Democratic oponents (and cost
him the election!), religion has
a divisive force in American
politics. Even John Kennedy was
so concerned about his faith that
he sought to minimize its importance in the 1960 election.
This says something deeply
disturbing about our American
religious attitudes. Instead of being a positive force of unity, it
often becomes a negative force
of division. (Certainly this is not
just an American problem , history and the world scene has
many other examples.) But in a
pluralistic society and an open
society, religion ought to be a
vehicle of better human
relationships among the people
of the nation .
The clear me·ssage of holy
scripture in human relationships
is the goal of binding people
together. The keywords of scripture speak of reconciliation,
brotherhood , forgiveness, pursuing peace and being just plain
neighborly.
Maybe it is about time for us to
really seek to be made over in
God's image, instead of trying to
make God reflect our ingrown
attitudes. The truth is that
religion that does not -promote
humane qualities just isn't worth
our time and effort. In fact it is an
impediment to God's work in
this world.

been

comfort of a hangover is
dehydration, replace the water
in your system. Do not take an
alkalysing agent. Your stomach is
none too bright. It has lived with
the excess acidity for several
hours and grown accustomed to
it. It was drunk, too, and really
didn 't notice. If you take some
alkali, your stomach , upon
awaking, will pump in more acid.
Drink some unsweetened
grapefruit juice and your
stomach will say " ah~ha , acid.
We need more neutralizer."
Don 't make the mistake of taking a stomach pill with a vodka
chaser, I did once and a chemist
friend showed me what I just did
to my stomach by combining the
two ingredients in a glass - it

(Continued o n page 7)

And the fault, to paraphrase
dear
Shakespeare , with
television lies not in its stars, but
in itself. The business of
television is business, (from
Shakespeare to Coolidge in one
sentence, Mon Dieu l). It is certainly not entertainment, much
less aesthetics. Its ideal is to field
an array of programs sufficiently
enticing to seduce the attention
of the average belching boobtoober for three seven minute
segments each half-hour, and
thereby sell the sponsor's
product. Whether it be nuclear
toothpaste ,
explosive
bubblegum , or a genuine mohair
jacket (" Feel how soft Moe 's hair
is." Mr. Haney to Oliver Wendell
Douglas, March 10, 1969) the
show must peddle such merchandise or die a swift and painful death .
To do this it must appeal to
th.ose unwieldy legions which
comprise its core, " Big-One"
veterans, retired firemen , the
" new" women , and insurance
salesmen. To accomplish this
-tasteless charge it must pipe its
platitudes, mirror and mouth its
transient morality. Failure is
suicide. What could survive in
such a vacuum?
The thrust of television , then,
must be sufficiently at war with
reality to tickle a spark of life into
the drudging lives of the national
herd of housewives and preschoolers. It emerges, postbellum, as . a tranquilizing
babysitter, not simply for preadolescents, but for the grimy
streetworker, daily laying his
pipes across the wide expanse of
suburbia, returning to his
properly weeded palace, popping his can of Iron City, surveying his proletarian Eden
sprawled over the outlying
provinces. He flips the pages of
the local tableid, salivating with
Pavlevian glee, at the prospect of
tasting those scenes and events
to which he is, at best, only a
thoughtless footnote. They are
like leftover scraps tossed to the
family pet.
But, on Television, he rides tall
in the saddle, six guns blazing all
hell in .smoking and righteous
fury, off to his Valhalla on some
distant horizon. On Television,
he alone knows the secret formula upon which rests the
security of the civilized world.
On television he steps from the
circumambient pall and assumes
(Con1inued on page 7)
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Wiza-r d's World

by t he Indy staff
The selected movies th is week
are mostly thriller-mysteries;
with a biography or touching
drama thrown in for those who
take thriller-mysteries with a
mine of salt. To wit :
Thursday
11 :30 (5) The Two of Us (1969)
The story of an old man, antisemitic.by nature, who takes in a
young boy, unaware thatthe boy
is Jewish . A strong kinship
develops between the two. A
touching story, made in France.
(1 hr. 50 min .)
2:00 (2) The Five Pennies (1959)
_Offers Danny Kaye as jazz
cornetist Red Nichols, following
his rise as a musician in the 20's
and 30's. Kaye is often very funny, and the Dixieland music is
the best thing you can listen to at
this hour of the morning. With
Louis Armstrong appearing, you
shouldn't miss it. (2 hrs. 20 min .)

Friday
11 :00 (13) Lord of the Flies (1963)
An
adaptat ion of James
Golding's book about a group of
British schoolboys, stranded on
an island, who form their own
society, wh ich eventually tu rn s
them into savages. A good, shocking movie, not without its
comments on modern society. (2
hrs.)
12:30 (5) Hell's Kitchen (1939)
Ronald Reagan (remember
him?) pl,ays a reformed gangster
who helps a group of tough kids
(Leo Gorcey and the " Dead End"
kids) build a Boys' Town. This
one is better than it sounds, if
only because Gorcey and Co.
look like tough kids. Of course,
Ronnie is Mr. Good Guy. (1 hr. 45
min.)

Saturday
11 :30 (2) Duel (1972)
One of the best TV movies.
Dennis Weaver is a businessman
whose car is being pursued by a
monstrous trailer truck. Ninety
minutes of suspense, directed by
Stephen
(Jaws) Spielberg .
Recommended for those of you
who have had a boring da y.
11:30 (5) Paris Blues (1961)
Paul
Newman , Joanne
Woodward, Sidney Poitier. Paul
and Sidney are jazz musicians
visiting Paris. They play and run
around. Dialogue is so-so, but
the music is superb. (2 hrs. 5
min .)
1 :00 (9) Mr. Moto Takes a
Vacation (1938)
We know nothing about this
particular movie, but there's
been a Mr. Moto film on every
Saturday night for the past few
weeks, and they've all been
entertaining. So, to those of you
who are sick and tired of Don
Kirshner (even if he does have
Muledeer), we recommend this

movje sight unseen . Besides, it's
refreshing to see Peter Lorre play
the good guy. (90 min.)
1 :45 (5) The Winslow Boy (1949)
English · drama about a
prominent lawyer's defense of a
teenage boy who is expelled
from naval school for stealing .
The attorney is played by Robert
Donat (he was the original Mr.
Chips, winning an .Oscar for the
role from Gable's Rhett Butler
and Olivier's Heathcliff) and he is
brilliant, as usual. Co-stars
Margaret . Leighton ,
Cedric
Hardwicke, and Neil North. (2
hrs. 20 min.)

Sunday
11 :00 (11) Magnificent Obsession (1954)
Tear-jerker that in more sexist
times would have been classified
as a " for ladies only " picture.
After causing the blindness of a
woman (Jane Wyman) , playboy
Rock Hudson devotes himself to
her and to the medical profession. The two leads do a good
job, and they are backed up
nicely by a supporting cast including Agnes Moorehead and
Barbara Rush . (2 hrs.)

Monday
12:30 (5) The Mad Doctor (1941)
Basil Rathbone stars as a mad
shrink who marries rich ladies,
only to kill them off. Co-stars
Ellen
Drew, the perenn ial
heroine of Universal mysteries.
(2 hrs.)

Tuesday

.

12 :30 (5) Corridor of Blood (1960)
Finds Boris Karloff as a surgeon
trying to develop an anesthetic
to give to his patients, some of
whom would have been better
off without. Co-stars Christopher Lee, another familiar face
in horror movie circles. (1 hr. 52
min .)
2:00 (4) This Could Be the Night
(1957)
Enjoyable comedy that is cute
in the best sense of the word. An
innocent school teacher, played
engagingly by Jean Simmons,
starts moonlighting at a sleazy
nightclub and changes the lives
of all who work there. Tony Franciosa is quite good as her love
interest and Paul Dougla s is
equally effective as the hardbitten owner of the club. (2 hrs.)

(Cominued.fro m page 6)
over hrmself by insulting all black
Americans in the crudest
manner possible. " It was only a
private joke," he minimized.
Said our Rt. Rev. Dole, "It was no
worse than Gov. Carter 's
remarks to Playboy ." But others
thought differently and Butz had
to go.
A couple of days later during
one of those Ford-Carter press
conferences they've been calling
debates, Ford misspeaks himself,
putting his foot in his mouth up
to his thigh . All he said was that
Eastern Europe is going to stay
the way it is. To the liberals th is is
merely a fact of life. But not to
conservatives, from whom Ford
draws much support . Politically
wise but logically absurd, Carter
pounces on the remark in an
attempt to make it seem antiPolish, anti-Hungarian, anti-etc.
Ridiculous. And Sen. Dole? " It
was no worse than Carter's
remarks in Playboy," he said .
Really.
Which brings us up to today
and our interview with Gene
McCarthy.
Wizard: Senator, you 're run ning as an independent, a real
uph il l battle. What do you feel is
the most important message you
must get to the American
people?

Gourmand
(Continuedfrom page 6)
turned black and started
smoking.
Shave, if you're a man; a drag,
yes, but morally uplifting. Take
alternate cold showers and hot
baths to get the red corpuscles at
attention and marching in some
type of order. See if, after the
shower, you fancy a Polish Bison,
Vodka and beefboullion. Finally,
go back to bed and wait for the
whole thing to blow over.

McCarthy: We 've got to end
this senseless war. We've got to
stop this slaughter of American
.boys and killing of innocent
civilians. We've got to stop the
war and stop it right now.

Wizard: But Senator, t he war 's
been over for three years.
Nobody ' s getting killed
anymore. We've already come to
our senses. The war is over .
McCarthy: Oh? Well, never
mind, then.

The Black Flag
(Cantinuedfrom page 6)
vives as a currosIty . The same
the stature of the quintessential
values which inspired Robert
American , the immortalized and
Young to homiletics on Father
sanctified bus driver, the sewer
Knows Best, the work ethic, conworker-cum-Deity, the bionic • formity, common decency, are
flunky of Democracy. The picdamned and scorned twenty
tures which teasingly echo and
years later by the same Robert
resound as he trudges through
Young as Dr. Welby (though,
the wind and rain and the mud
thankfully, the moral lectures
curls between his toes, breathe
remain .)
the breath of life on that small
What does this portend for the
screen. As an opiate, it excels
future?
Scrutinize the rniasmic
religion by leaps and bounds. As
panorama of television, and
the one true modern religion, it
carefully, for it is shaping the
is far more dangerous than all its
literati , politicians , and
fellow travelers. (Incidentally,
businessmen
of twenty years
watch for Ellen Jarocha 's debut
hence. A tube-fed Senate , a
as a writer for the Independent
business world with T.V. at its
in an upcom ing series on scu ba
heart, a nation of authors and
diving.)
poets weaned on t he Brady
What, then, is left? Educational
Bunch and the Doublernint
value? Ha l There is more
Twins.
educatio nal value in a taffy pull
Ask a contemporary his
or a tupperware party. With few
favorite novel and you are beset
and
insignificant exception,
by a swarm of uhs, urns, and ya '
most of what is " learned" from
knows, as well as a mountain of
television may be discovered
excuses. Ask him what a
more readily and more vividly in
sweathog is and gird yo urself for
life itself. Limited by its very
an hour of interminable jabbernature, it must in the end resort
ing only fa intly identifiable as
to illustrative tales boosting the
human speech . And so it is. Until
traditiona l. virtues.
a show such as Nova attains the
The marvel of it all is that with
relative puissance of the Keebler
its many faults, Television is most
Elf sane men are wise to walk in
assuredly a window to the past
and a mirror of the present. This

explains its fascination for even
the superior sort of man. It sur-

the shadows and pray for A.r-

rnageddon .
I hope Sarnoff is in Hell!

tions,
you're in medieal sehooL

Wednesday
1 :00 (2) The Thin Man (1 934 )
Starring William Powell and
Myrna Loy. This memorable film
mixes the intellectual exercise of
a murder mystery with the
ernothional relief of comic
repartee, and that's why it's a
classic. Fans of McMillan &
(newly-dead ) Wife might be
interested in where they stole
their idea. By the way, Powell is
not the title character (another
popular myth shattered!) . (1 hr.
50 min.)

Jaycees Looking for
Road Rally Drivers
prizes will be awarded on the
The Springfield Jaycees are announcing plans for a car rally to · basis of mileage accuracy and
be held on Sunday, November 7, answering all questions correctly
on the rally sheet. Anyone
1976, starting at the Jonathan
receiving a speeding violation
Dayton Regional H .S. in
Springfield. A registration fee of will be disqualified from the
$10.00 will cover a car, driver and
competition. The proceeds from
navigator. Each participant must this rally will be donated to
be 18 years or older and must charitable causes in the local
possess a valid N.J. drivers license area. Forfurther information and
and the odometer ofthe vehicle
registration forms, contact Bob
must be in proper working DeRonde at (201) 467-0524.
order. The rally will pit the skills
Come out for an inexpensive
of each driver and navigator day of fun for a charitable puragainst other entries, with a pose. Rally goes rain or shine and
predetermined route and starting times are available. The
mileage requirements over a maximum number of entries is
·
mystery course. The trophies and 125 so don 't delay.

Now, you have to
payforit.
That can be a ve,y serious problem today. especially with
tuition cosls climbing relentlessly. 'ks. you can borrow. but by

we11 mail you literalUTe "'1ich will give you a good OUl!Ml!W of
the scope of our operations. Why not write? IAk think you'll
be interested in the possibilities.

,-- .- - - - - - - - - - ,

the time you enter practice those debts can be substantial.
There is an ahemalM! - an Armed Forces ~ hh Pro(esArmed Fon:es Scholarships
Z-CN-106 I
sions (AFHP) scholaiship. Whether you're slu~ng to be a I P.0.
&.AF.Pooria, IL61614
.
pl-,,isician or a dentist, ..nether your goal is to becorr.e an
Yes. I am interesled in Armed Fon:es Heallh Professions Scholarship
osteopath or an optometrist. it can pay your entire tuition and
opportunities. I unde,,land then, is no obtiga--.
I am especially interested in:
fees aD through medical school. It will also provide you with a
D Am,y D Air Fon:e D Navy
substantial monthly alk:Mence. In other words. ii you qualify.
D
lklemary' D Psychology (PhD)" D l'h\,sidon O Denial
one of those scholarships can give you financial independence
D Op,ometty
llON, \Mien you need it most.
IA/hen you're ready to go into practice, an AFHP scholar·
Name__
_ _ __ _ _ _;:,cxOM OF
shp IMII also have piM!<! the IA0Y for you to start your career
_Ad<l,e«.__ _ _ _
tmder hq,Iyfal.orable cirrumstancei You11 bea oornrnis6ioned
r;,y
S!ate
Zip
officer in the rnlitary branch of your selection. Your practice
will bi! IA0iting for you. 'lbu11 step into it and know that the
- ~- -- - <School),_ _ _ _
dllllienges you'll meet ...nbe solely medical ones and profesTo~ein
[)ogre,
sionally stimulating.
(mond>. yearl
There will also be ewo,tunity for further study. The
' lkterina,y ... . . . . - .. Na,y .,,.,,.._ ~ ... .. ,..,.,
Armed Faces have aeated extensive and outstanding clinical,
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a specialty. you may find~ taking the graduate medical studies
Dedicated to health care and
of your choice at one of their facilities.
the peop1e who practice it
_J
The details are many. But if you11 send in the coupon,
,- - - - - - - -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.,.._~--1
I
I
I
I
II
I
IZ';.1dl'orea.a...,.c:.r..l
I
I
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So That's a Funkadelic!
by Starchild

No more musical questions,
please, and I'll leave the
Aquarian alone.
Mommy, do they still blow
minds? Get off your ass and jam,
they' re doin ' it to you in your
earhole.
· (This isn 't a musical question)
what exactly is Funkadelic
music? O.K., I lied. It is a musical
question. If you don't know now,
you may very well know soon. It
may be worth it. So far Funkadelic has stretched from Plainfield, New Jersey to the heart of
Babylon , funkin' over everyone
and thing with the audacity to
get in their way.
Although their roots are
deeper than abortion, Funkadelic began in the late sixties
on Westbound. Their fans could
be counted on the fingers of one
hand . And what a hand it was.
Funkadelic was five nasty
negroes heavy into the
psychedelic experience. This was
naughty in the first degree since
Blacks were supposed to stick to
sweet soul sounds and leave the
head shit to white boys and toms.
Fundadelic's producer did not
seemingly understand that he
wasn't supposed to get in the
front of the bus and he did so.
Thank you George. Although the
album did not meet with much
critical back patting in fact it was
banned on many radio stati9ns
and from Christian households
throughout the ghettoes of
Babylon - Funkadelic did not roll
over and die. Instead they
followed their debut elpee with
an ever more resque product,
called "Free Your Mind and Your
Ass Will Follow." Here their style
was definately engraved on
those that were brave enough to
listen. Funkadelic was the Love
or Hate syndrome personified.
You could not forget Funkadelic,
and you either loved the hell out
ot their sound or you never
wanted to hear them again.
Because of lack of a following

and little to no air-play, the latter
bunch of folks were on top. Their
third album was " Maggot Bram"
and is largely unknown even
among Funkadelic fans . Album
four, " America Eats Its young,"
saw a slight change to the band.
The nucleus of Eddie Hazel, Bill
Nelson,·Tawl Ross, Tiki Fulwood
and Mickey Atkins was
substituted with Bernie Worrell,
Tyrone Lampkin·, Philps Collins,
Gary Shider, Bootsy Collins and
Cosdell Mosson, Fulwood and
Hazel were also present. So were
strings and horns, instruments
Fundadelic music previously
avoided . And extra-singers by
the name o f Parliament. This
represented the semi-new d irection Funkadelic was to take,
although it wasn't really .
Their next album "Cosmic

Slop" featured Bernie, Gary,
Tryone and Cordell "Boogie"
Mosson , along with Ron
Bykowski. "Gosmic Slop" was a
return to Funkadelic was picking
up volunteer fans all over.
By the time "Standing on the
Verge of Gettin' It On" was ready
for release, Parliament had their
firs t elpee ready for too, entitled
"U p For the Downstroke." The
two groups garnered slight
success, picked up inore
listeners and fans, but still no hit.
These people were seriously
ahead of their time, but their
time was slowly catcfiing up .
" Chocolate City " by
Parliament was next, and fin-ally
the conglomerate from the
Plains were riding on the charts.
Soon after, Funkadelic recorded
" Let's Take it to the Stage" and
enjoyed success in discos with
"Get off your ass and jam.'.'
Cause it's what time it is.
Now, in rapid fire succession,
like a sniper downtown, the
Supreme
Maggot
Minister,
George Clinton , nastified
producerific of the two musical
troupes, released the album with
the bullet. "Mothership
Connection" by Parliament,
leapt up the charts in a
singlebound. This album had
WABC-housewife radio playing
"Tear the Roof off the Sucker" at
number 19. " P. Funk (wants to
get funked up)" and the title also
were quite radioactive cause it's
wot time is.
It must be remembered that
Funkadelic were musicians and
Parliament, George Clinton,

In a surprise move, Parliament
released "The Clones of Dr. ·
Funkenstein,"
which
immediately went skywards. This
album entered at 89.
We' re expecting something
from Bootsy soon , and Fuzzy, a
member of Parliament, has a solo
coming out within a few weeks.
Meanwhile, if you aren't h ip to
Funkadelic, there's still time to
be saved . Work you way
backwards and you won 't get
hurt. " Dr . Funkenstein is
number three for most "
programmed new elpee. On the
charts at number 89, and number
41 on R&B . " Mothership
Connection" is in at 132 and
moving up. Bootsy is in at 176.
No one else has four albums
on the charts. Especially on three
different labels. Each one is for
the head as well as the ears and
the feet , and it would be a good
idea not to let Funkadelism get
mad at you. Funkadelic is upon
thee.
I quote .. . " We still ain 't makin'
enuf bread to be drivin ' hogs
(like you prestige neegrows) and
we can't attract any better
groupies than cutrate brand Xers (who wear jade beast and
have stinky parts), so give us our
GOLD ALBUM, mollyfockersl"
Funkadelic Shall Prevail
I'll get my
licks in yet.
Chow.

us still another group, "The
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More than an advocate, she
has also been among the most
productive members of th~
House as author of numerous
key and unprecedented bills. In
April of 1976 her Congressional
colleagues voted her the third
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Abzug will appear at Kean
College under the sponsorship
of the Townsend Lecture Committee and the Feminists for
Equality on Tuesday evening,
October 26 at 8:00 p.m. in )100,
the lecture hall of the Hutchinson Building.
In her six years in Congress Ms:
Abzug has emerged as a forceful
and eloquent national voice for
such issues as peace, full emp Io y men t,
openness
in
government, equal rights, consumer and environmental
protection

0

1

total atmosphere." Jazz Relations presents Rahsaan Roland
Kirk, Tuesday, October 19th at 8 PM in the TPA. Admission is
.free.

Rahsaan, With a Handicap,
Is Sti 11 Hard to Beat

Bella Abzug ..
to ·Speak Here

~[IB~@t
~n~~~
~~~~
11@ [ID@

"The music can do it. It can create many needs, and tie the
whole thing together. The music this man produces creates a

by Ed Boczar

Fuzzy Haskins, Calvin Simon, Ray

tially the same personnel. Added
to Bootsy's Rubber Band were
hornmen Rick Gardener, Fred
Wesley and Maceo Parker, late
of James Brown , Maceo and the
Macks.and Fred Wesley and the
)B's. Sessionmen Randy ahd
Michael Brecker were also on
hand for both "Stretchin ' out in a
Rubber Band " and " Mothership
Connection." Both albums are
still on the charts.
Recently, Funkadelic's new
long player "Tales of Kid Funkadelic" climbed from 119 to 101
on the charts " Undisco Kid ," the
single from the album , is on the
R&B charts at 63 after just two
weeks 'cause it's wot time it is.

..,

The times can't be too bad
when a musician like Rahsaan
Roland Kirk can make you feel so
good. In a performance at the
Village Vanguard a month ago -

Davis and Grady Thomas, consisted of vocalists. However, Funkadelic backed the Parliament
albums and vice versa. For
different record companies.
As · if this wasn 't confusing
enough, Warner Brothers gave
Rubbes Band," led by sometime
- Funkadelic Bootsy Collins.
Bootsy's Rubber Band also shot
up the charts along with
"Mothership." There were now
three albums on the market, on
three separate labels with essen-

-

.

most influential member of the
entire House of Represent_atives,
ranked only behind Speaker Carl
Albert and Majority Leader
Thomas O'Neill, and in the same
survey she was rated fifth among
American women who " stand
out as national leaders." The
results of this survey were
published in U.S. News and
World Report."
Ms. Abzug has chaired
hearings on the covert and illegal
activ_ities of the CIA, FBI and
other Federal agencies and has
been actively concerned with
preserving individual privacy
and civil rights. Mass transit
legislation has also been one of
her major concerns and House
Majority Leader Thomas O 'Neill
has called this legislation passed
in the House the " Abzug Transit
bills."
A leader of the women 's
movement, she is a founder and
former chairwoman o f the
National
Women 's
Political
Caucus, currently serving on its
advisory board, and is a member
of NOW. She was a floor
manager of the effort to retain
Equal Opportunity in Education
laws and a leader in the fight for
the Federal Equal Rights
Amendment. She is the author of
the Law creating a National
Women's Conference for the
Bicentennial Year and has been
instrumental in a bill extending·
social security benefits to
homemakers in their own rights.
Ms. Abzug is a graduate of
Hu.nter College and earned her
law degree from Columbia
University where she was editor
of the Law Review. As a practicing attorney she specialized in
labor laws, tenants, civil rights
and civil liberties cases.
Ms. Abzug's lecture is open to
the college and the public at no
charge and she will answer questions from the audience
afterwards..

his second appearance in the
New York area since the paralytic
stroke he suffered in NovemberRahsaan pulled back from the
more furiously "outside" blowing he is normally known for and
settled into a more modest
groove that he will have to maintain over the long haul while he
regains the use of his right hand .
But if Rahsaan is playing under
a handicap, there is probably no
other musician alive who has the
resources that he does to work
around it. Sticking.largely within
simple blues and song formats
with clean melodic lines ,
Rahsaan milks every ounce of
feeling out of his phrases on
tenor saxophone, and drives his
rhythms down home. And is
there any other musician
around, say perhaps Dizzy
, Gillespie, who can pack so much
outrageous humor and street
wisdom into his inimitable verbal
raps?
Compensating for
his
instrumental
limitations,
Rahsaan has diversified his
presentation, singing
(with
vocalist Michael Hill ) choruses
on one of my favorite tunes,
"Sugar." Rahsaan also leaves ample room for his sidemen , a
superb group sparked by Hilton
Ruiz on piano, Steve Turre on
trombone , and Walter Perhin on
percussion.
.
Yet, whatever they do, it all
tunes out Rahsaan - at once sentimental and full of intense
vhality and profoundly spiritual.
Playing with one hand - or just
sitting the.re is his stove-pipe hat,
raptly absorbed in the sounds
that seem to be flowing though
him - Rahsaan is one of the few
soul artists worthy of that name,
and · he maintained a
congregational rapport with the
audience. There is no one else
like him.

PART HME
We need capable students to ~ork
as our travel representatives durin1t
the 1976-77 college year. Escalatin1t
pay scale and free bonus trips for industrious reps.
For full particulars contact
Michael at: Marlboro Tours, Inc.,
501 Fifth Ave., New York. N.Y .
(212) 986-0840 . Outside ~cw York
-State, Call foll free,(IIOO) 223-7220.
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Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always
Com~ through~
,
PABST BREWING COMPANY
Milwaukee Wis ., Peoria Heights, Ill. , Newark , N.J ., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
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Fall Coats Students

Ver n o

Upper left - Islamic Mini.s ter Abdul Halein Farrakhan spoke last Thursday, as
part of the To~·nsend Lecture series and Third World Movement.

Photo b1• Dave Rosen

Students are like trees: they both change colors in autumn •••

The Activities Fair (raindate) on Tues. happened in front of Hutchinson
Hall. Representatives for most of the activities (The Indy rep was on an
assignment) displayed their wares.

~,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;;:;,-:.:-, ---;

Occupational Therapy Club1 Their
were clubs outside the J Building
that we never even heard about.

0( ·c;l lFATI0NAL

L~--=
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THERAPY
STUDENT~>
CLUB '
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Line Up
for "Born to
Run" Bruce
Look at those lucky devils. You'd think they'd just won a trip
to Mars. Well, almost, most of the people who were selected
to buy Spingsteen tickets went to the moon and back. The
rest flaunted their exclusivity by selling their tickets for
$15.00 and up. (Remember when Bruce was here two years
ago, and it didn't cost a dime to see him?)

Pho to bv Joe Horvath

Sign Up
for Those ·
Who Weren't
Last Sunday was a day for pedal pushers. Sigmi Kappa and
the Muscular Dystrophy Foundation got together to sponsor a Bike-A-Thon. Applicants filled out a form at the table
pictured on the right, then rode on a marked route around
the <;ampus perimeter. A pleasant time was had by all, and
received more donations to help fight the crippling disease.
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Car-rehears-al

Photo by Maxda (ia/i., Menendez

Bottom right - Cast of "Carousal" rehearses in VE while younger cast members look on.

Coffeehouse
Tonite-Fr. Lounge
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Kean Presents Carousel

Greek
Me""
by C. T. Proudfoot
One of the courses I am involved with this semester is Dr.
Murphy's History of the Theatre .
A benefit of this class is the opportunity to attend /free ) several
theatrical productions. A few
weeks ago, we had our first
chance to sample the one of the
offering, Kings, at the Alvin
Theater. The show that we saw
was really three different Greek
p lays, done in th ree very individual genres.
The first part of the performance was a very Greek rend ition of Sophocles' Oedipus
Rex . The ca st was as faithful as
possible to the ancient Greek
dramatic traditions. The setting
was extremely simple, consisting
of several large blocks, which
served as platforms for the major
characters. These cubes also
provided a backstage area for actors not required for a particular
scene. The costuming was also
basic in that the entire cast wore
hooded capes, and only Oedipus
and Jocasta changed costume.
Adding to the' contrast, the
primary actors wore cothurnus,
(very high platform shoes), to set
t hem off from the choru s and t he
rest of the cast. Joh n C ullu m (star
of Shenandoah) and Ca rol Mayo
Jenkins played Oedipus and
Jocasta. Even the restriction of
Greek dramatic style could not
prevent these two fine actors
from shining. Allan Stevens did a
fine job as Creon , and William
Duell provided some welcome
comic relief with his rendition of
a Corinthian who comes to bring
news to Oedipus. Dr. ' Murphy
stated that this production was
very cl ose to what the ancie nt
Greek theatre must have been
like.
The second section was a
dance interpretation of Medea
performed by Emily Frankel as
rl

Cartoon
· Opera
The Dance Performance Series
at Kean College , sponsored by
the College Center Board, will
present "The Cartoon Opera"
on Wednesday Evening, October 20th at 8:00 p.m. in the
Eugene G. Wilkins Theater.
This talented group of performing artists have combined
their skills in mime, dance and
musical composition to create a
repertoire
of
performances
based on ancient and original
tales from the East jlnd West. The
program will include Zen Koans,
Sufi stories, Chinese Taoist tales,
a Hebrew folktale and poems of
Kahlil Gibran accompanied by
guitar, electric piano ,
synthesizer, marimba, recorder
and kazoo.
" The Cartoon Opera" draws
its inspiration, from allegories,
ancedotes, riddles, sagas and
fables of the past and the present
to illustrate the oneness in
human experience.
There is no charge for admission .

Medea, David Anderson as Jason
and John David Cullum and
Stephen Casko as their sons . I
must admit that I don' t fully
understand dance and probably
missed the finer points ·of the
performance, but I did not enjoy
thi s rendering of the myth.
The final portion of the show
wa s a combination of narration
and dance by M r. and Mrs.
Cullum . They worked from a section of Mary Denault's novel Bull
From the Sea . I truly enjoyed this
selection because it included the
best of two theatrical techniques, mime and narrative drama .
The story involved a portion of
the Theseus myth, mainly his extended love affair with Hippolyta, King of the Amazons (The
race of women warriors would
never have accepted the title
Queen .)
As a total theatre experience I
found the night thoroughly enjoyable, and was interested to
have seen these very different
ways of presenting the same type
of story. The show will be running at the Alvin on Monday
nights through October
(Shenandoah is off on Mondays ).
If you are look in g for an unu sual
theatre experien ce, d on't miss
Kings.
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In its October 28th issue, the
I ndependent intends to print an
entire page of Hallowe'en
related articles . Contributions
from the college community at
large are welcome. A rticles
should be on some aspect of
Hallowe'en , such as the history
of a certain tradition , the description of a memorable incident
of Hallowe'ens past, ideas for
parties, etc. Let your imagination
run free , free as the spirits that

The Theatre Series of Kean
College will open its 1976-1977
season with Rodgers and
Hammerstein's classic musical
play, CAROUSEL. Set in New
England in the late 19th century,
CAROUSEL is the story of the illfated carnival banker, Billy
Bigelow, and the null girl he marries, Julie Jordan.
The Production , which includes such songs as " You ' ll
Never Walk Alone " and " June is
Bustin ' Out All Over," ·is u nder
t he _d irectio n o f Dr. Jason Ter~n

of the college 's Theatre
Department. Musical Direction is
by Prof. William Feldman -and
choreography by Miss Karea
Hold, both instructors at Kean.
The set, which will include a full-sized carousel, has
been
designed by Prof. Robert Harper
of the Theatre Dept.
Heading the cast are Christopher Williams of Upper
Montclair and Rosalie Pacciarelli
o f U nion as Billy and Julie. The
cast also includes JoAnne Geannotto o f West Lon g Branch,
Kevi n Costello o f Garwood , Joe
Morano o f Nu tley, and Gordon

blow across the gabled roofs of
Salem. Nyahahahahahhh!
Articles shou ld be approxi mate ly 350 wo rds in le ngt h,
with except io ns avail ab le to
well-written , informative pieces,
and should be subm itted to Chris
Jarocha by Frida y, October 22nd .
Did you know Hallowe 'en was
once the last day o f the year?
Come celebrate the new year in
style with the Independent.

by Frank Bolger
I am Greek. Sprun g from the
w omb o f my sainted mother in
the year of Our Lord, A .O. 1954
Octobe r Five . I am , hide and
heel , shoulder to shoulder, and
head to toe the truest son o f Ari stotle and, at twenty two, in my
Periclean Age . True as thi s is,
however, I must confess that oc-

Oct. 23 - "Aladdin & His Magic Lamp"
Nov. 27 - "Wizard of Oz"
Dec. 11 - "Young People's Concert"
Dec. 18 - "Peter & the Wolf'
Jan. 29 - "Pandora's _Box"
Feb. 26 - "Fantastic Fables"
April 2 - "Carnival of Animals"
May 14 - "Alice in Wonderland"

f
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Performances: 11 a.m. and i p.m. - T .P.A.
Tickets: season tickets
$5.00 (if purchased on or before 9/10/76
$6.50 (if purchased after 9/10/76}
$1.00 (individual performances)
Tickets may be purchased in the Office of
Community Services, 2nd floor,
Administration Building, ext. 2213.
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Weiner and Ed Faver, both of
Elizabeth.
Carousel will be presented on
November 12, 13, 18, 19, 20 at
8:00 p.m . and a Senior Citizen 's
matinee on November 14th at
2:30 p.m. The box office , located
in the lobby of the TPA will open
on November 1. Ticket prices are
$2 .00 and $3.00. Any Kean
College Student presenting a
college ID at the box office ma y
purchase one ticket at half price .
Further information on tickets
and group reservations may be
obtained by calling 527-2349 or
527-2350.

casionally I am inclined to Rome.
Yes, I have my Appian ways! You
see, I have a mountainous
appetite, an epic hun ger which
has kept me, for most M my life,
looking like a watermelon in a
banana peel. That impe risha ble
bit of wisdom itched in the great
temple of Athens, " Nothing to
Excess," is lost in my chest of
truisms.
From scores of good and noble
men, from the time-honored
rolls of the world 's Golden Age,
from the ranks of Plato, Socrates,
Pericles, Sophocles, Cimon,
Demosthenes etcetera and thensome, I am damphoolish enough
to mirror of all, the least admirable, Bacchus. Bacchus, the
lowly, earthy , swiller of the
blood of trampled vines. Bacchus, relentless grinder of all
foods, grains and garnishes. Dispatch a steaming platter of
breaded chops swimming in
sauce and you have sent them to
their death. A brimming gravy
barge chugging across the
dinner table will be readily and
coldly torpedoed a la Lusitania.
Set before me an encrusted
mound of leavened pillows and
watch it vanish , as though
inhaled. I employ no feather, as
in the orgiastic excesses of
Imperial Rome, to tickle the food
from my esophagus and renew
the process , but I am ,
nonetheless ,
a
chronic
overeater.
Hence my porcine demeanor,
my piggish ways, my delightfully
depraved corpulence. I dance
about in dowdy defiance of the
streamlined , the S-curved , and
the musclebound. I am strong . I
am invincible. I am Flabby!
But hold the porn porns, girls.
Lay down your pennants and
toasted peanuts. All is not well in
the Land of the Lardaceous. Fat is
not beautiful. Fat is notfunny. Fat
is not popular. fat, in my.humble
view, is not even a good deal of
fun. Worsel For the overfed (or
the Bigboned, as we prefer to be
called) there is nowhere to go
but out_. (I knew a girl who was so
fat, she had to go out of a room to
change her mind.) The fat get
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· Tracey Miller, a professional
dancer with New York City's
Jacob's Ladder Troupe will
resume her popular weekly jazz
dance workshop Tuesdays in the
Dance Studio of D' Angola Gym
from 3:05 to 4:30 p.m. The series
will continue until December
14th. Everyone is welcome,
whether a beginning dancer or
advanced, and there is no charge
for participation . This program is
sponsored
the Student Affairs
department.
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''According to the Gallup Poll.
by Sung "Joe " Kang
George Gallup Jr. came to the
Kean Campus last Tuesday night
to report on interesting and
unusual political trends in
America and around the globe
today.
Speaking on the domestic
political trends, Gallup mentioned that 67% of America watched the first Presidential
Debate. He also mentioned the
widely known result of the October 1st poll by his organization
that Mr. Carter is leading the
President by 8%. His lecture also
included
the
economic
situation , the mood of many
Americans, and the poll ing
methods.
Under the top ic o f the
presidential election, he mentioned that Mr. Ford is gaining
the support from independents.
However, the battle would be a
hard one. The Republican Party
is a minority party and without
the support from the
independents and some Democrats it is hard to get elected.
He warned the American
public that there is a great deal of
apathy in this election year and
that this might be a record low
turnout. " There would be more
non-voters than voters for the
first time in SO years ," said
Gallup.
Among other findings : the
voters from both parties want to
balance the budget and decrease
federal spending. Gallup also
gave us opportunities to laugh,
referring to last December,
when the Gallup Poll listed 38
candidates for President, and
Mr. Carter was not included. It
was with much surprise that he
added him to the list.
On the economic side, inflation and unemployment are
on the top of the list. Gallup gave
some funny examples and
definitions of different idealisms.

ahead!

,,
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Off The
Shelf. • •
.The Disc ip les of Cthu lhu

Photo b y Sung " Joe " Kang

When one lady was asked what
the European Common Market
was she replied, " that is where
the average peopJe shop. " Some
definitions of isms:
" Socialism - you have two
cows and you give one cow to
your neighbor."
" Communism - you have two
cows and the Government takes
both of them ."
" Fascism - you have two cows
and the Government takes them
and sells you the milk."
" Nazism - the government
takes both of them and kills
you."
"Bureaucracy (not an ism) the government shoots one and
dumps the other's milk down the
drain."
"Capitalism - you sell one of
them and you buy a bull."

The Weigh of All Flesh
(Continued.from page 12)
fatter, my fat friend, and, lie if
you will, (and among the
elephantine number eight is the
most fractured of Moses' Ten)
you are Ul'Jhappy in your present
state. New Jersey? No, I refer to
your rather wobbly pulchritude.
I am five feet four (five feet five
at my perjurous peak) and one
hundred and seventy five
pounds. A sack of a man I By the
end of this series, my bulbous
buddies, I intend to rest at the
comfortable weight of one hundred and forty five pounds. Join
me, if you like. At any rate, damn
the carbo-calsl Stow the fat cells!
Man the metabolism! Full speed

Page 13

Incidentally, it may interest
you to know that if you are fat
you are also: stout, plump,
squab, squat, full , strapping, portly, burly, well-fed, bulky, ample,
massive,
full-grown,
fleshy,
chubby ,
lubberly,
hulky,
unwieldy, lumpish, hulking,
overgrown , puffy huge, gargantuan, mammoth, thundering,
thumping, whopping, whacking,
swollen, expanded, amplitudinous, belliform, bloated,
turgid, tumid, hypertrophied,
potbellied, swagbellied, obese,
blowzy, distended, pinguid,
ponderous, blubberbellied ,
rotund, cumbersome, bevine,
hefty, paunchy and a damned
nuisance!

Discussing the method of the
polling, he explained how it is
taken . They pick 1500 houses, by
random sampling, throughout
the U.S., and, in most cases, the
interviewer asks the questions
person to person style.
The accuracy of the polls was
remarkable. As such, they came
close, within a 2% margin in the
past four elections.
Finally, Gallup mentioned that
from the polls taken on various
aspects of American society, only
half of the people believe in free
enterprise system. Very few
people know the makes of their
congress representatives.
However, the majority of
American people express a high
degree of confidence in the
American future. Because of our
strength and capacity to overcome crises, we Americans are
able to criticize and have the
capacity to change. He also mentioned that communication
should be improved in all areas,
for example, between parents
and children, elected officials
and the public. Some also think
that volunteerism is the best
hope for this country .
" We would like to feel that the
Ga llup Poll is the bridge between
the public and the leaders,"
Gallup said, and asked for the
young people to be the inputs in
government poli cy.
He made the constructive
cr iticism of the American electoral system that it is too expensive and too long a process,
suggesting that we eliminate the
primary system and make more
cuts on campa ign spending . He
ex pressed the opinion tha t
" po litics should be a service not
a ca reer," and that there are a lot
of good people that can' t run for
a public office because of the
high cost. Look ing toward our
third cen tury, he sees some optimism . The Americans are " willing t o sacrifice for the national
good " and " the will of the
people sooner or later becomes
law."

Free Universities
(Continued from page 3)
free universities are stronger and
offer more classes to more
people. " In fact, some free
schools have larger enrollments
than state universities. For example, 16,000 students annually
attend the Experimental College
in Seattle,..and 14,000 attend the
University for Man in Manhattan, Kansas.
The first free university
opened its doors in 1964 in
Berkeley, California , and the
movement spread rapidly during
the late '60s.

by Ch ris Ja rocha
Once agai n, I come before yo u
to sp rea d t he word l Unfortun ately, the word is unp ro nou n ca b le. The wo rd is
"Cthu lh u." Say t he magic word
and the demon co mes dow n.
Okay, here we go again : There
was a writer in t he Th irties
named H.P. Lovecra ft. He wrote
horror stories, many w ith a
science-fictiony (?) flavor t o
them, about a race of "gods"
coming down from the stars
before the birth of humanity.
Lovecraft died, but the ideas
behind his stories lived on , in the
form of an invented mythology.
The chief deity in this pantheon
is Cthulhu. In the nearly forty
years since HPL's death, many
other writers have contributed
stories to the Cthulhu Mythos
and thus continued the game,
for a game is truly is.
The Cthulhu Mythos is fun.
There is not only the cathartic
effect of scaring ourselves, but
also the thrill of familiarity from
reencountering a character,
deity, location, book, or concept
from another story. It's like a
soap opera of the macabre, with
the thrust towards fears, not
tears. It is easy for the casual
reader to find tirself hooked on
the Mythos, caught up by the
literary tentacles of dread
Cthulhu, embroiled in the pitdark sea-slime that bubbles and
fumes at the center of Infinity ..
.excuse me ... carried away for a
moment there . . .
Because of this addictive
characteristic,
the
Cthulhu
Mythos has drawn me into its
grasp. I am continually on the
lookout for Mythos stories, and
so, when I discovered a week ago
a new paperback volume titled
The Disciples of Cthulhu, I let
out a yell, grabbed a copy from
the Walden bookshelves, and
rushed home with my purchase
to spend many a happy hour with
new participants in the bizarre
little game.
The Disciples of Cthulhu is an
anthology of Mythos stories
from nine differen t authors. The
styles widely differ, ranging from
t he Lovecraft-like affectations of
Lin Carter to the informality of
Ramsey Campbell. Every story is
entertaining, though (I have yet
t o r ead a profes si onally
publ ished Mythos story tha t
wasn 't . Some of t he amateur
fanzine eJforts are God-Awful ).
There seems to be a reason
why certain authors are placed in
the order they are. For example,
the f irst story, " The Fairground
Horror," is by Brian Lumley, who
is, perhaps, the most. popular

Mythos author writing today.
Giving him top billing assures
that his name will catch the eye
of the casual Mythos reader. He
is followed by James Wade 's
"The Silence o f Erika Zann , " a
title w hich is a pastiche of an
ea rlier Lovecraft sto ry. Next is
newcome r Bob Va n Laerhoven 's
" All -Eye," and so on, th rough
Ramsey Campbe ll (who is fairly
well-k nown ), Wal ter C. DeB ill,
Jr. (another newcomer), and
Joseph Payne Brennan (anothe r
" name"), to the final story , by
acknowledged
master
Fr itz
Leiber.
However, it might be better if
the reader unfamiliar with the
Mythos began with Lin Carter's
" Zoth-Ommog. " The story is
flawed, giving a tremendous
build-up to an anti-climatic ending, but its pastiche style is extremely readable and it gives a
very helpful capsulized guide to
nearly the entire Mythos, not at
all an easy task. Next should
come Leiber's " The Terror from
the Depths," which makes frequent referrals to Lovecraft's
stories, characters, and the man
himself. The unfamiliar reader
might wish to reread this one
after looking at Lovecraft's works
themselves.
From there on, the reader is on
tir own. Eventually, however, the
story "Darkness, My Name Is"
shall be reached. I consider this
to be the best story in the anthology. It is the best written,
best maintains the suspense, and
can stand as a story apart from
the Mythos. Author Eddy C. Bertin has produced an extremely
impressive first contribution to
the Mythos, and future works by
him should be warmly received .
In fact, this entire collection
should be warmly received . It is
the first major Mythos anthology
since 1969 (Tales of the Cthulhu
Mythos), and the first multipleauthor anthology to present all
original stories. This may be a
strange thing to sa y about a horror collection, but it is a book
t hat is fun to read .
The Disciples of Cthulhu,
edited by Edward P. Berglund,
$1.50 from DAW Books.

WOMAN TALK on Law
Abortion? Fair credit? The ERA,
to be or not to be? Affirmative
a~tionl New laws, new topics,
and for women new points of
departure as each seeks to define
herself in a contemporary
cu'lture where " woman " each
-year, with each revision in the
law, takes on new meaning.
To assist all of us in interpreting these new laws and their
implications, WOMAN TALK will
sponsor Attorney Ruth Russell
Gray for the October 20 offering
of that weekly discussion series,
held each Wednesday at noon at
Downs Hall.
Ms. Gray maintains a legal
practice in Plainfield. She is
legislative chair of the Plainfield
College Club and the Somerset

Hills Business and Professional
Women 's Association. Long an
activist for women 's rights, Gray
served as Director of Project
Monitor (an employment
placement service sponsored by
the Women 's Equity Action
League) and as chair oft he Issues
Commission of the Women 's
Political Caucus of New Jersey.
Gray holds a law degree from the
Law School of Rutgers University
and B.A. degree from Indiana
University. She is a frequent lecturer on women 's rights and the
new matrimonial/divorce laws.
Ms. Gray encourages
audience participation when
WOMEN TALK examines some
common problems associated
w ith women and the laws!
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HOMECOMING '16
THE ACTION
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IS AT
KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
HOMECOMING
& FOOTBALL
ALUMNI
OCT. 30th 1976
I

10:00

SOCCER KEAN COLLEGE VS . FOU MADISON - FIELD

.

11 :00

I

PRESIDENT'S A L UMN I LUNCHEON

I

~

,___

HALF TIME SHOW
FIELD

4:30

POST
GAME

POST GAME COCKTAILS & HORS D'OEUVRES
TOWN & CAMPUS

Professor Sybil Browne by Mrs.
Lillian Harmelin on behalf of the
artist and former students of
Sybil Browne.
Following the luncheon there
will be a football game against
Glassboro
State
College.
Halftime entertainment will be
provided by the Malcolm X
Shabazz High School Marching
Band of Newark under the direction of Kean College alumnus
John Ramsome.
For those who do not wish to
attend the football game, there
will be a special Saturday afternoon opening of the Kean
College Art Gallery in VaughnEames Hall from 2-4 p.m . The
gallery
exhibition
" Local
Limners" which is described in
another article, will be available
for viewing through the courtesy
of Gallery Director Zara Cohan,
Class of 1950.
Following the game there will
be a cocktail party for alumni and

30th. Enclosed is my check to cover the following reservations :
-

TOTALS

Alumni Luncheon

.

Mr. Wendell Rochester
Miss Cathy .Russell
Chairperson

I

I
I
I

$6.50

I

$2.00

I

Kean College vs. Glassboro
Postgame Cocktail Open Bar
$7.50
4 :30 - 6:00 P.M.

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

I
I
I
I
I
J

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO KEAN COL LEGE ALUMN I ASSOCIATION .
Make your reservations now. Tickets will be on sale October 30th on a limited basis. Tickets can be picked-I
up in the lobby of t he new Administration Building at 11 :00 A .M. or at Town & Campus
· I
prior to each event. If you want tickets mailed, please enclose a self-addressed envelope.
I

.

Dept. Chairman-Recreation
Chatham
Admissions Office
Hillside
Academic Advisement
lselin
Speech/ Theater/ Media Faculty
Dunellen
Councilman
Clark
Special Education Instructor
Scotch Plains
Miss New Jersey - 1975
Cranford

Mr. Donald Labella

PHONE NUMBER

NUMBER

Qualification

Dr. Margaret Dunn

I
I

YEAR(S)

I
I

------------------------~--------------------~

•

Dr. Kenneth Benson

Mr. Alan DeBiasio

I
I

Sponsoring Organization
Self
Grub Street
Self
Nu Theta Chi
Memorabilia
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Resident Halls
Sigma Kappa Phi
Student Organization
Self
Sigma Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Mr. & Mrs. Paynter
Third World
Delta Sigma Pi
Self
Alpha Theta Pi
Self

Judge
Miss Ellen Castelluccio

I

ADDRESS

3=

Contestants

friends at the Town & Campus
Restaurant adjacent to the
College campus.
In addition to all of the other
daytime activities there will be a
Soccer Game in the morning at
10 :00 a.m . against Fairleigh Dickinson University - Madison
Campus. This is the early bird
special and admission is free to
all.
The day's festivities will conclude with a rock dance under
the sponsorship of the Senior
Class of Kean College . Tickets for
the dance can be obtained
through Class President Mark
Ruggieri , in care of the Student
Organization Officer.
To reserve tickets for the
various events please send your
checks to the Alumni Office,
Kean College , Union , N.J . 07083 .
Please make your check payable
to the Kean College Alumni Association and send it along with
the coupon below.

NAME(SI

-·
-f

0
~

Valerie Allen
Robert Baker
Teresa Baskeville
Lori Ann D'Addario
Micki Egan
Valerie Everett
Christine Joan Jadelis
Renee Joyce
Olga Judkas
Jeannie Lonergan
Joyce Marinelli
Penny Morris
Anita Louise Paynter
Ali Reynolds
Cathy Schwartz
Leslie Silber
Doreen Solis
Kathy Young

----------------------------------------------iI
Yes, I will be there on October

HALF
V,

HOMECOMING 1976

Rep,;n,ed w;th pe,m;»;on of J;m Allen, Kean C,on;cle.

or shine. After the deluge we endured in 1975 we're hoping for a
nice sunny day this year. Kicking
off the day's activities will be the
President's Awards Luncheon at
noon in the Town & Campus
Restaurant in Union. The luncheon will be preceded by a
complimentary
champagne
hour beginning at 11 :00 a.m. in
the foyer of the Administration
Building, for all those who are
planning to attend the luncheon.
The luncheon will be
highlighted by the honoring of
the Alumnus of the Year, Miss
Ella
McGregor,
and the
recognition of those individuals
who contributed $100 or more to
the 1975/ 76 fund campaign . In
addition to these traditional
ceremonies a special award of a
Lamar Dodd original watercolor
will be presented to the College
in honor of former Fine Arts

0
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KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

HOMECOMING
' ·16 ·
The 1976 Homecoming Day is
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FOOTBALL KEAN COLLEGE VS. GLASSBORO - FIELD

2:30

scheduled for October 30th rain

:z
n
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TOWN & CAMPUS

I
2 :00

re:

Student Organization - Mark Ruggini - Senior Class President.
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Now avai Iable in bottles at your favorite tavern or
market. McSorley's Cream Ale has all the hardy, fullbodied flavor that an ale should have, plus a smoothness
that no other ale has.

ASK FOR IT 1N YOUR. FAVORITE TAVERN,<t::::J;];/;/i/: : 1:1:t : : :,
RE ST AU RANT OR PACKAGE.S.TO RE.
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Jazz Relations Presents:
C.C. •· Spec~I bents

CCB Sunday
Night Movies
Presents
~The Drownin1' Pool"
October 17th
in the TPA
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Admission: 25c:

JULIAN BREAM
Premier Classical Guitarist

OCTOBER 18

Wilkins Theater for the Performing Arts

Rahsann
Roland
Kirk

/

Kean College
Theater for the Performing Arts
Tuesday, Oct. 19th
Admission FREE
Sponsored by Student Affairs - 527-2044

1

The Brothen of
Omep Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Rho Zeta Chapter
are sponsoring

Student Tickets $3.00
On Sale Sept. 30th - 3:00

Physical Education
Major's News
Conitratulations to Lori Morris,
for bein,t elected co-editor of tm
1977 Memorabilia.
The next meetin,: will be Monday, October 25 at 7:30 p.m. in
D125. Important dates to
remember for this month are: Tuesday, October 26, faculty /student
Volleyball Kame at 1:40 p.m.
Friday, October 29, Halloween
Party at St. BridKette's Day Care
Center of Newark at 2 p.m. Hope to
see you there.

A BLOOD DRIVE
Tuesday, October 26. 1976
12:00 noon - 4:00 p.m .
College Center Building - Sloan Lounge
A trophy will be awarded to the organization
donating the most BLOOD.
Donations will be given go the North Jersey Blood Bank
THE BROTHERS OF OMEGA PSI PHI
FRATERNITY, INC.
Rho Zeta Chapter
Presents
IN CONCERT

DISENCHANTED
CONFUSED
CHRISTIANS

GLORIA GAYNOR
With Special Guest :
Skip Mohoney & The Casuals
Saturday, October 16. 1976
8:00 P.M .
Theater for Performing Arts

THREE IN ONE:

Tickets: $3

Tuesdays - 1:40 P.M .

•

•
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LANDLORD· TENANT. DIVORCE, TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS. CONTRACTS
CRIMINAL. CONSUMER, GOVERNMENT BENEFITS, INSURANCE,
EMPLOYMENT, "YOU NAME IT"
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J-132

Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Catholic Campus Ministry
invites YOU to join us for a
SLIDE PRESENTATION
concerning the POOR in
APPALACHIA on Tuesday, October 26 at 1:40 P .M.
in J-132.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BUILDING
Kean College of New Jersey

PROBLEMS?

CALL 289-6200 FOR INFORMATION

Presented by
KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
Subscribe to all three of these productions and
receive as an extra bonus:
LUNCHTIME THEATRE
April 19, 20, 21 (Title to be announced) .
Regular prices $10.00 or $7 .00 - includes all
shows.
Subscription prices $6.00 or $5.00 - includes
all three shows plus a Lunchtime Theatre.
ALL PERFORMANCES ON THE UNION
CAMPUS - AMPLE FREE PARKING
Make Checks payable to: .
Kean College of New Jersev
For further information call 52-7 -2349

•

At Door: $4

F ■ II
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Catholic Campus Ministry invites YOU to a discussion
"YOUR
FEELINGS
ABOUT THE BIBLE"
"HOW DO CHRISTIAN
VALUES FIT INTO LIFE IN
TODA Y'S SOCIETY?"

Available at the following Locations:
Building 2 (Rogers Hall) - Rm . 308

~~Ui~ii

8 P.M.

Keon Colle';le. o{ NN Jt<~J

COME!!!
CELEBRATE SUNDAY

St~cnt llc.t.~,t·,,s o,pt. """

lns{r.,t10 ... 1 Rts.uvrcu ( Mtfr

p1<1t,t fr,.~

f\LL · COLLEGE Ff\U. FILN\ Sti<IES

with Catholic Campus Ministry! On Sunday, October 17 at
1:30 p.m .. we will hold a sharing
session, .including prayer and
discussion, followed by an out
door picnic. FREE TICKETS are available in the Campus
Ministry Office. (Bookstore
Building).

0·

Fill out and return to:
•
James R . Murphy
Kean College of New Jersey, Speech, Theatre, •
Media Dept., VE-410 Morris Ave., Union,
New Jersey 07083
•
Name ________________ •
Address _______________

COME!!!
CELEBRATE

••
•

No.of Subscriptions
$6.00 (orchestra & front mezzanine)
$5.00 (for side & rear mezzanine)
~
Dates: Circle one for each play
CAROUSEL Nov. 12, 13, 18, 19, 20
•
THE IMAGINARY INVALID Mar. 8,9,10,11, .
12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20
•
. · THE CHILI;>REN'S HOUR May 5, 6, 7
•
• LUNCHTIME THEATRE April 19, 20, 21

••••••••••

·

with us
Catholic Campus Ministry invites YOU to Sunday Mass every Sunday at 6:00 p.m. DOWNS HALL. Coffee/Tea·
Cookies - Donuts sharing after
Mass - Downs Hall - Sr. Mary
Alice Beck, 527-2294 or Father
Richard. 355-6660.

Oc.t 12. li!2 PM

•Jl)L\\JS C.F\E..Sl'IR"

~ 3.:.29 Pit\

.. JOflN or ARC ..

Oc.l, IY i!.':!9 Prt..
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FOR SALE

vl~\k.s

tor1976 Chevrolet Vega Deluxe Estate
Station Wagon. Excellent Condition, 11,000 miles. Call 276-61 IO
after 6 p.m.

611 Dodge Polara. Good running
condition. Asking $500, will talk.
Ca ll 241-2665.

.
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Braue Scores 3 TD's

Defense Leads Squires Over ·Fairleigh Dickinson
by John Scannelli
Fullback Tim Braue scored
three touchdowns leading the
Squires of Kean College to a 26-0
romp over Fairleigh Dickinson
University Sunday, at Zweidinger
field.
Braue 's three TD 's highlighted
the finest offensive display by
Kean this season. The defense
again remained as the stalwart in
the outsome of the game.
The Squires received their first
break in the opening quarter
when FDU halfback Wayne Davis
fumbled and Squire linebacker
Mike Smith recovered at the
Devil 19. Braue broke through
the line for five, on the next play,
halfback Joe Troise , scampered
14 yards for the score. Tito Lajterman 's PAT made it 7-0 midway
through the quarter.
After an exchange of punts,
Kean scored, when on third and
eight quarterback Bob Douglas
hit Braue on a screen pass and he
rambled 43 yards for his first
score of the day. Lajterman
converted to give the Squires a
14-0 lead as the quarter ended.
"We played a good brand of
football ", noted coach John
Allen of his Squires who posted
their fourth straight win. The

and the defense played tough
Squires continued their onwhen they had to," replied tacslaught when they took over on
kle Gene Nann. " Braue ran the
their own 25. Oouglas hit Steve
ball real well and freshman Andy
Vanicek for nine yards to the 34.
Regitz did a fine job for us,"
Braue then sped 56 yards for his
noted Allen .
secoRd score of the game. " The
Allen also pointed out the play
line did a great job today ," said
of freshman George Semler and
Braue, " I practically walked in on
Tom Knoth who saw a lot of acthat 56 yarder. "
Lajterman
tion in the second half. It was a
missed the conversion making it
20-0. FDU (0-2) , did not have a ' real team effort as the Squires
recorded their second shutout in
chance to score all day as the
as many weeks.
Squire defense forced them to
The Squire secondary was
punt and commit many mistakes.
outstanding, picking off three
" We have a lot of fine athletes on
FDU passes . Knoth , Pete
this team ," said Allen " and they
Kowalski, and Landis Speight had
are real hitters. " Allen used most
the thefts. The line play, offenof his reserves in the second half
sively and defensively, was
and the Devils could not show
outstanding as the Squires now
anything against them as the
point towards the NJSCC title .
Squires showed the depth that
KEAN QUIPS: Regitz gained 40
they have.
tough yards as Troise 's
Kean finished their scoring
replacement .. .Troise and FDU 's
three minutes into the third
Steve Jacob were ejected from
period when they took the ball
game in the third quarter . . .What
on the Devil 41. Douglas hit
happened to Tito? . . .Squires
Vanicek for a first down and on
travel to Jersey City State Friday
fourth down Douglas found tight
night.
end Rich Todd bringing the ball
1 2 J 4 TOTA(
down to the 11. From there
Kean 14 6 •6 0 26
FDU
0000
0
Braue (81) yards), scrambled 11
K - Troise 14 run (lojtermon kick)
yards for the TD. Lajterman again
K - Douglu 43 poss to lr•ue (lojtermon kick)
missed the conversion.
K - lroue 56 run (kick foiled)
K - lroue 11 run (kick foiled)
"The offense put it all together

Rooters' Ochrimenko
Lauds Teams' Play
by David Schwenzer
In what soccer coach Tony
OchrimenkQ calls the best performance of the season, the
Squires lost a 4-2 decision to
Philadelphia Textile at Zwei dinger Field last Wednesday.
Pbiladelphia Textile is the #1
small college team in the country, and #5 ranked nationally.
The defense did the job for the
Squires agian.
"This team is tough covering,
we did it the best way we possibly
could. Joe Leducca , a freshman,
played a good game, and
" Pachie" Caceras did a great job
in the mid field," said Ochrimenko.
The four man defense was ied
by Pete "t he Greek" Theophilos,
Marvin Woods, and Steve
Nahorniak. Hans Maslo had 10
saves in the Squire net. Offensively the Squires drew first

blood in both halves. At 5:16 of
the first half Jose Bastidas scored
with an assist from " Pachie"
Caceras.
Then with the score knotted at
1-1 at 13:48 of the second half
Carlos Conceicao scored the
Squires second goal.
"We had our chances to score.
Maybe with a couple of more
breaks we might have pulled it
out." said Ochrimenko.
Textile was led by Adrian
Brooks who had two goals and an
assist. Dave Mac Williams and
Elson Seale scored the other two.
After the game Textile coach
Barry Bartow had this to say
abeut the Squires.
"This is the best team we have
played since the season started."
Saturday's game with Saint
Peters was cancelled due ·to rain
and wet field conditions. It will
be made up at a later date.

Photo b y Steve Scheiner

This was a day for the defense. Like a school of pirhana, the Squire
defensive platoon pounces on their unsuspecting prey. The tackler,
No. 23, is impressive freshman George Semler.
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SPORTS

Women's
Hockey!
Racks Up
First Win
The women's field hockey
team scored their first win
against Lehman College last
Tuesday 8-0. It was a super offensive game with freshman Elaine
McGrath leading the team with
five goals. She was followed by
junior Trish O'Connell with two
and Sharon Kuta with 1 goal.
Senior Arnita Etheridge also
added to the attack with these assists. The Squirettes record is
now 1-1 .
The girls face a touch game
today. An away game gainst FDU
Madison at 3:30. A super game is
promised for all.

.,.
,.~·~ 1
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'

. .....

.
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.
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I ntramura I & Cl ub. N ews \
Bowling

All interested student bowlers
should attend the organizational
meeting today, October 14th in
D-125 of the gym . Teams will be
organized and the league will
begin bowling this Sunday, the
17th. If interested, contact Mr.
Hershey, ext. 2229.

Volleyball
The women's intramu~al
volleyball league got underway
on Monday, October 4th. The
Independents won by forfeit in
the first match because Beta
delta Chi failed to show up. In

the second match, N.N.A.K.
defeated Delta Sigma Pi in two
games, 15-3 and 15-5.
The third march saw another
forfeit with Alpha Theta Pi
collecting the win and Sigma
Kappa Phi taking the loss. In the
final match of the night Nu Sigma
Tau defeated Rho Theta Tau in
two games, 15-6 and 15-3.

Ice Skating
October 26, November 2, 16
and 30. No charge for skating.
Skate rental $.55.

Flag Football
10 a.m. Chi vs. T-f's
Noon Busche vs. Tau
2 p .m. Phi vs. Pi

Indy Needs Sportspeople
Come In And Meet Us

Today
Field Hockey _................... FDU Madison - V and JV
3:30 - A
Soccer . . ......... ........ .... .. .... . ........ Rutgers - JV
3:30 - A
Tennis ............ _..... .... ..... . .. .. .. FDU Teaneck - V
3:30 - A
Friday
Middlesex - JV
Field Hockey
4:00 - A
Football .. _..... ... .... . ... . ............. Jersey City State
8:00 - A
Saturday
Soccer .. .. . ............. . .... .. ... .. .... Rutgers Newark
10:30 - H
Soccer : . ................... . ...... . ... U.S.M .A . Prep - JV
Monday
Field Hockey . ...... . ............ . .. _..... Monmouth - V
3:30 - H
Tennis . .. . . .......... . ....... _... . ... . .... Monmouth - V
3:30 - H
Wednesday
Field Hockey ... .. . _... .. ..... William Paterson - V and JV
3:30 - H
Tennis ........... . ................... William Paterson - V
3:30 - H

....~._.,.........,.,••••.•••••1A•.,..-.v.,,.v.-.•.-.-,.-.-.,,_._.•._.,.,.,.v_..-.,,• •....,._..•.,,_._._•••••.••••••-.•.,..,,•._. , ,_•••_.. .
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Squires Are Power Personified

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Photo by Steve Scheiner

SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVILS: The battering power of running back Tim Braue is shown here as he elude·s
a desperate FDU defender on the way to one of his 3 TD's.

CATCH AS CATCH CAN: The slick moves of running back Joe Troise
are displayed here as he is set to elude a helpless FDU defender.

Thursday, October 14, 1976
1:40- 3:00 p.m .
6:30-11:00 p.m.
6:00- 8:00 p .m .
7:30-10:30 p.m .
8:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End

Movie " Ivan the Terrible "
Choir Practice
Beta Delta Chi Tea
Prayer Meeting
Nu Theta Chi Tea
Nu Sigma Phi Tea
COFFEEHOUSE

J100
DR Ill
Room B
Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm A
Browsing Rm
Front Lge

Movie : "C romwell "
Evening Student Council

)100

Omega Psi Phi Dance

Cafeteria

Bike-A-Thon - raindate
Campus Mini stry Pic nic
Mass

On ca m'pus
On campus
Alumni Lge

Movie: "The Rise of Louis XIV"
Football Team
Alpha Theta Pi Tea
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
JULIAN BREAM - classical guitari st

)100
)100
Roo m H
Hrowsi ng Rm
·1.P.A.

Townsend Lecture Meeting
" Only on Tuesday " Trip thru S.E. Asia
Dr . Defante
Third World Meeting
Movie: " Peter the First
Spanish Cultural Club .
Campus Ministry
Jewish Organization
1.F .S.C. Meeting
Christian Fellowship
Outing Club
Ski Club
I nternationa I Students Assoc.
CIAO
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Beta Delta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigma Tau Tea
Delta Sigma Pi Tea
Nu Delta Pi. Tea
JAZZ SHOW : RASHAAN ROLAND KIRK

CC112
Front Lge

Friday, October 15, 1976
1:40- 3:00 p.m .
6:00-11 :00 p.m.

I,

")

HrqW ing Rm

Saturday, October 16, 1976
8 :00-1 :00 a.m.

Sunday, October 17, 1976
8:30-5 :30 p .m.
1 :30 p.m.-End
6:00-8:30 p .m.

Monday, October 18, 1976
1 :40- 3:00 p.m.
4 :00- 6:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.
7:30-11 :00 p.m .
8:00 p .m .-End

Tuesday, October 19, 1976
1 :40- 3:00 p.m.

"

7:40-10:00 p.m.

"

6:00- 8:00 p.m .
8:00-11 :00 p .m.
8:00-10:00 p.m .
8:00 p.m.-End

Browsing Rm
J100
W200
)132
W300
W207
)101
J135
)140
)130
W101
)143
W200
J138
W100
)134
)133
J130
8212
W207
)101
B210
Room B
Mtg Rm A
Browsing Rm
TPA

Wednesday, October 20, 1976
3:00 & 8 :00 p.m .
8:00 p.m.-End

Movie: " The Learning Tree"
' CCB PRESENTS: THE CARTOON OPERA

J100
TPA
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TPA Manager Heads McCarthy's NJ Team

---··-···--·----

by Ken Cocuzzo

R-~~ert F~eedman, Supervisor of Performing Arts
Fac1lrt1es, will arrange October rallies and fund rai sing
dinners in his position as Senator Eugene McCarthy's
presidential campaign manager for New Jersey.

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

~r. Freedman ~ited McCarthy
as the only candidate who really
understands the American
economy, government, and
foreign policy."
Sen. McCarthy was an " ant iwar candidate" in the 1968
presidential election and this
year marks his third attempt for
the Oval Office. Without the
Vietnam War as an issue many
supporters see McCarthy's candidacy as " a challenge to a very
restrictive two-party sy~tem ."
The Senator's campaign as an
Independent began in January,
1975.
According to Freedman a
recent petition drive, in which
he assisted, resulted i n 12,000
signatures for M cCart hy's name
to be placed on the ballot. This
drive took place in New Yo rk and
was concentrated into a four day
activity. Freedman added that
drives in New Jersey were " very
easy" while other states had
regulations which were " very
restrictive "
in
nature. " In
California we needed 400,000
signatures until it was changed to
99,000. In Connecticut petitions
had to be circulated in one particular town and filed with every
county clerk. So, if you got
petitions from 30 different

Revenue Sharing Used Wisely
Since 1972, our state, county,
and local governments have
received massive amounts of
federal funds through the
revenue sharing program. In
New Jersey, this has made it possible to help establish, maintain
and improve essential public services and programs.
Revenue sharing would have
expired in December-leaving
local and state budgets in
chaos-had Congress not moved
to reauthorize the program .
Representatives of the House
and the Senate are now meeting
to iron out their differences in
the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1976, the measure
which will continue the revenue
sharing program .
By the end of 1976, almost 600
units of local government and
the state government in New
Jersey will have received nearly
$1 billion in revenue sharing
funds and under the new bill,
they w ill receive another $1
billion between the first of next
year and the end of the 1982 fiscal year. Next year alone, o ver
$280 million in revenue sharing
funds w ill flow into the state.
New Jersey communities of all
sizes have alread y demonstrated

their ability to use their
allocations wisely and intelligently
Municipalities i n Morris
County, for example, have used
their entitlements to make important capital improvements
and to defray the costs of a range
of public services-particularly
public safety, public transportation , environmental protection, and recreation .
The City of Elizabeth has used
its allocation to improve local
health services to pay the operating expenses of its public safety
program and to provide additional recreation facilities. The
little borough of Woodstown has
supported a child care center
with a portion of its revenue
sharing entitlement.
Provisions of the revenue sha ring bill will also make certain
changes in the program that ex-

perience has shown are necessary to improve the program 's
operation and administration .
One change, for instance, will
eliminate major restrictions on
the use of revenue sharing entitlements. Present law prohibits
entitlements from going to
secure matching federal grants
and many localities felt that such
a restriction inhibited local
decision-making.
Communities large and small•
across New Jersey are benefitting
from the many facets of the
revenue sharing program .
Revenue sharing harnesses t he
resources of the federal
government with the i nitiative of
local officials and works well in
helping to improve the quality of
life throughout our state.

towns, that day you had to go out
and bring those petitions into 30
different towns. It was almost an
impossible task ."
With rega rd to campaign contributions, Freedman said the
Federal Elections Committee
(FEC) has " perpetuated the twoparty system " by restricting contributions to independent candidates. " If you 're a party, an individual, can give you $20 ,000 to
spend on . the · election . But if
you ' re an independent candidate, your limited to $1 ,000.
You also have to keep books and
records for every contribution
above $50. Con t ribu tors would
have to give their n am e, address,
and occupation ."
When asked about his role as
campaign manager in New
Jersey, Freedman explained his
job involved setting up an
agenda for the Senato r, which
would allow him " to meet the
most people in the shortest
amount of time." Freedman

" New Directions in Meeting
Special Needs in Reading" will
be the theme of the 13th Annual
Reading Conference, sponsored
by the Department of Communication Sciences from 9:00
a.m . to 1 :3{) p.m. on Saturday,
October 16, 1976.
The program w ill begin in the
Wilkins Theater (TPA ) with
fUf,WOCIAM

BREAST
SELF

EXAMINATION
Date:
Thu rsday. O ct. H , 1976

Tl-.,
7
"1 .
I
i>n :
HuIc, ...... on Hall
Room 1-100

Kean College of N.J.
Union , N.J.

To Resister:
Phone EVE Office (201 I
527-2210 or wri l e EVE Office , Keom College, Union,

N.J.
Co-iponsored

by

(Continued from page 1)

INDY NEEDS
WRITERS

Photo by Joe Horvath

The p lanting of trees and the
construction of a sidewa lk on
Green Lane, wh ich were completed last week, are part of the
$260,000 Site Development Project at Kean .
" These new developments,
which also include the TPA
modification and resurfacing of
the Willis-Bruce lot (parking),
were done for campus
beautification and somewhat
better traffic control," said Mr.

Brilliante,
the
Director of
Maintenance. "Those m edian
devices (at t he new Gree n Lane
entrance) provide quite a safety
feat ure. Once developed , we
hope to set park bench es under
the t rees and to continue to
upgrade the appearance for t he
college community."
The kinds of trees that can be
found are London Plain , Tulip,
and Pinoak - all shade trees. The
London Plain is a Sycamore and

keynote
speaker, Dr. Lou
Burmeister of the University of
Texas. Following this there will
also be 16 separate section
meetings on such important
topics
as
computer-assisted
instruction , transparency
making, problems in teaching
reading to bil ingual children,
reading in early childhood
education, and the views of two
outstanding authors (Betty Miles
and Glen Rounds) on children 's
literature. There will also be a
large and varied book exhibit.
The cost of tickets is $6.00
each,
with
full-time
Kean
College studen ts admitted for
onl y $2 .00. Tickets ma y be purchased at the door (lobby of TPA )
or in advance in t he o ffices of the
Department of Commun ication
Sciences
(H utchin son
Hall,
Room 205 ), Ext . 2071 .

the

American Cancer Socie1y
logelher w l1h the Office of
Communily Services , Heahh
Services , 1he Adu lt Education
Resource Cenler and EVE , all
of Kean College of New
Jersey.

Kean Gets 260G For Beauty

by Barbara R. Schwartz

Because the campaign is
" operating on a shoestring,"
Freedman said his " biggest job
right now is putting together as
many fund-raisers as possible."
He also added, " I would like to
see McCarthy come to Kean ."
Two major areas of the McCarthy platform include, according
to Freedman , increased buy ing
power of the American public
and a cutback in m ilita ry spendin g. A p ro posed "four day
work-week" is also invo lved in
the cand idate 's pla n.
Freedman 's su p port o f M cCa rth y dates back to t he 1968 election, and has continued up to the
present through
his appointment by John Tabori,
National Political Director for
the McCarthy campaign .

Reading Conference
Set For Saturday

Student Org
qu ires an instructor to sign a
form before a stude nt can
withdraw from a course. The
Student
Committee
recommends 9 weeks and a
provision where a withdrawal
would be omitted from the
student's transcript, and an
instructor's signature would not
be necessary. Negotiations are
still in progress in regard to both
proposals.
Before the meeting adjourned,
Chris
Cottle anno un ced that Omega Psi Phi
Fra terni ty w ill sponsor a b lood
dr ive in Sloan Lounge on Tuesday, October 26, from 12 p .m. - 4
p.m .

added , " We aren 't going after
the political bigwigs in the state
but rather the average person ."
According to Freedman , " The
media has done a job on M cCarthy . It never reports on anything
but the negative aspects o f his
campa ign. Also the League of
Women Voters has eliminated
McCarthy from the (televised)
debates."

its leaves change to brown
before they color. " A ll are fastgrowing,
handsome trees
desirable for shade an d
clea n liness except the Lo ndo n
Plai n which has peeling bark ,"
expla in ed Brilliante.
Since the project started i n
July, t his phase is the only one
which was completed on
schedule. " Everything just must
have been in our favor," stated
Brilliante.

Social Work Club
Fill') Lounge
A group of fifty-five students
filled the Alumni Lounge , in
Downs Hall on Wednesda y, October 7, 1976 when the Social
Work Club and the Social Work
faculty conducted th e first 19761977 Socia l Work Colloquium .
" Graduate Schools o f Social
Work and You " wa s the theme of
this first major d iscussion . Dr.
George
M etre y,
Chairman ,
Departm ent o f Sociology and
Social Work and Prof . M eyer
Schr ei ber ,
al so
of
t he
department, were t he key
speakers.
O f the 70 stude nts who were
gra du ated from t he Social Work
Program in 1976, twenty-five
have been accepted at graduate
schools, including
Fordham
University, Rutgers University,
Columbia
University, The
University of Wisconsin an d
Case-Western Reserve University.
A great deal of the discussion
dealt w ith how to cho ose a
gradua te school , w hen to pla n to
attend ,
f inan ci n g
o n e 's
edu cation , how t o w ri te you r application and the desi rabil ity of
attending schools out of town .
The next Colloqu ium will deal
with a report and discussion
regarding a projected plan for
mental health services in New
Jersey.

